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1
Introduction

Nature and nature’s laws lay hid in the night;
God said ‘Let Newton be!’ and all was light.

Alexander Pope

1.1. Bone-substituting biomaterials
Bone is one of the few human tissues that has the unique capacity to heal and regenerate
bone defects created by e.g. trauma, infection, tumour resection and skeletal abnormalities.
Nevertheless, under clinically challenging conditions, this self-healing capacity of bone is
not sufficient anymore to regenerate itself properly, which necessitates the application of a
suitable therapeutic intervention [1]. In cases where the size of bone defects is larger than a
certain critical size, bone grafts are applied to bone defects to stimulate the process of bone
regeneration [1, 2]. To this end, various therapeutic approaches have been developed which
rely on the use of bone grafts obtained from patient’s own bone (autograft), bone from a
human cadaver (allograft) or bone from another animal species (xenograft) [3, 4]. However,
several drawbacks are associated with these approaches based on the use of natural bone,
including limited supply and donor site morbidity. Furthermore, two surgeries are needed to
harvest the bone grafts and apply them to the defect site. Consequently, these techniques are
expensive and risky in the view of potential infection and damage to nerves [1, 2, 5]. These
shortcomings of natural bone grafts stress the strong need for the development of synthetic
bone substitutes such as bioceramics as alternatives to natural bone grafts [6].

Bioceramics such as oxide ceramics (e.g. alumina and zirconia), calcium phosphates
and bioactive glasses have been extensively used in orthopedics and dentistry [6]. Calcium
phosphate (CaP) bioceramics and bioactive silicate-based glasses are particularly attractive
as synthetic alternative to natural bone grafts in view of their bone-bonding behavior. The
application of CaP compounds in biomedicine has been reported since the early 1920s [7].
More than 50 years later, clinical research was performed for the first time to investigate the
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effects of porous calcium phosphate ceramics in the repair of periodontal osseous defects [8].
Since then, CaP bioceramics have been frequently used for bone repair, substitution, and
augmentation in dental and orthopedic applications in view of their chemical similarity to
the mineral phase of bone, their osteocompatibility and their unlimited supply [9–11]. From
a clinical perspective, the ideal synthetic bioceramic should be injectable and moldable and
have the ability to harden in vivo at body temperature to ensure adequate filling of irregularly
sized bone defects and allow for minimally invasive surgeries [12]. To this end, an advanced
and injectable type of synthetic CaP bioceramics called calcium phosphate cements (CPCs)
has gained considerable research interest during the past decades.

1.2. Calcium phosphate cements
Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) are a particularly attractive class of bioceramics used
to stimulate regeneration of bone. Due to their excellent osteocompatibility, injectability
and potential resorbability, CPCs have been widely used in various medical applications.
These cements have a chemical composition resembling the mineral content of bones and
teeth [13–16]. Since their discovery in the 1980s, several types of CPCs with different com-
positions of the powder and liquid components have been studied and commercially mar-
keted [17]. CPCs are produced by a dissolution-precipitation reaction between a precursor
powder and an aqueous solution at a specific liquid-to-powder ratio (L/P ratio) [18]. These
two phases, when mixed, form a moldable paste that can be directly injected into the surgical
site to harden in vivo at body temperature. In addition, CPCs are intrinsically nanoporous
biomaterials due to the entanglement of the precipitated calcium phosphate crystals, which
supports their resorption and replacement by new bone tissue over time. In addition, these
characterizations allow for their application as drug delivery systems [19]. Based on their
final product after hardening, CPCs can be classified as brushite (dicalcium phosphate dihy-
drate, DCPD) or apatite (calcium-deficient hydroxyapatite, CDHA) cements. At physiolog-
ical pH, apatite cements are less soluble and mechanically stronger than brushite cements.
Brushite is more soluble than apatite and is resorbed within a few months. In contrast, ap-
atite cement is relatively stable and may still be present in the human body after several
years [14, 20].

Despite their excellent biological performance, CPCs are still associated with several
drawbacks that should be overcome to satisfy clinical requirements. Most importantly,
CPCs have poor resistance to bending and tensile forces [14]. Their poor mechanical perfor-
mance, high brittleness and relatively low fracture toughness has limited the clinical applica-
bility of CPCs specifically for heavily loaded skeletal sites [21]. Their compressive strength
ranges from 10 to 90 MPa, which is higher than native cancellous bone (1 − 30 MPa) but
lower than the cortical bone (95−230 MPa) [22–25]. CPCs display relatively low fracture
toughness values (0.01−0.32 MPa m1/2) compared to the fracture toughness of human cor-
tical bone, which typically ranges between 2 and 5 MPa m1/2 [17, 26–30]. Furthermore, the
reported average bending strengths of CPCs (5−15 MPa) are far below the values reported
for cortical bone (about 200 MPa) [31].

Many studies have been devoted to characterization of the mechanical response of CPCs
to diametral and uniaxial compression testing. Nevertheless, the mechanical response of
these cements to clinically more relevant bending and tensile loading has rarely been re-
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1ported, mainly due to technical challenges [31–38]. Although resorbable CPCs have been
designed which are replaced by newly formed bone tissue at prolonged implantation times [39,
40], CPCs should still exhibit sufficient mechanical properties to enable bone healing, for
instance upon fixation of dental or orthopedic implants. Generally, the mechanical perfor-
mance of CPCs is mainly governed by their microstructure and composition. The mechan-
ical properties of CPCs can be enhanced by reducing the porosity with decreasing the L/P
ratio during cement preparation. However, this strategy directly affects the injectability of
CPCs since a high L/P ratio is essential to ensure injectability of CPC [41–45]. Another ap-
proach, adopted from civil engineering, is reinforcement of CPCs with fibers. It is proven
that the incorporation of fibers into a brittle cement matrix leads to crack arresting processes
which enhance the fracture toughness of cementitious composite [46]. Fiber reinforcement
is an effective strategy to improve the mechanical performance of CPCs by increasing their
fracture toughness, flexural and tensile strength [47, 48].

1.3. Fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements
As described above, the incorporation of fibers into brittle matrices has been widely studied
for various applications in civil, aerospace and mechanical engineering. Previous studies
have confirmed that the fracture toughness, flexural and tensile strength of cementitious
composites increase upon incorporation of fibers. Consequently, fiber-reinforced compos-
ites (FRC) have gained considerable interest during the past decades [49–52].

Generally, fibers embedded in brittle matrices deter crack propagation. During material
failure, fibers undergo partial or full debonding and bridge the gap between two adjacent
surfaces of the crack, thereby reducing crack tip opening displacement and decelerating
crack propagation. This phenomenon can remarkably improve the mechanical performance
and load-bearing capacity of cementitious composites [53–56]. Previous studies demon-
strated the feasibility of the use of fiber reinforcement methods to improve the mechanical
properties of both polymeric and bioceramic cements used in orthopedic and dental applica-
tions [57–61]. Several researchers have experimentally and numerically investigated how
the length, volume fraction, aspect ratio and type of fibers affect the mechanical performance
of fiber-reinforced brittle matrices.

1.3.1. Fiber volume fraction, aspect ratio and length
Both fiber volume fraction and fiber length were reported to have significant effects on
the mechanical properties of the CPC [62, 63]. It was shown that the flexural strength
of CPCs improved from 13 MPa to 39 and 65 MPa for reinforced CPCs with 1.9% and
3.8% aramide fiber, respectively [62]. In another study, the influence of fiber length at
constant fiber volume fraction on flexural strength was investigated and an increase from
24 MPa for 3 mm fiber length to 36 and 62 MPa for fibers with 8 and 75 mm embedded
length, respectively, were reported [63]. Moreover, it was shown that the flexural strength of
CPC composites increases linearly with fiber strength, highlighting the importance of fiber
strength to optimize the fiber reinforcement process [62]. Maenz et al. [45] investigated the
injectability and mechanical properties of brushite cement reinforced with poly(l-lactide-
co-glycolide) acid (PLGA) fibers with different aspect ratios (0.25 𝜇m diameter; 0.25, 1 and
2 mm length). According to their research, independent of the fiber content, injectability of
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the CPC was retained up to a fiber length of 1 mm and tensile and flexural strength increased
up to 25% [45].

1.3.2. Fiber alignment and distribution
Generally, fiber reinforcement of CPCs can be categorized based on reinforcement using
short or continuous fibers. For short fiber reinforcement, the embedded length of the fibers
is shorter than the specimen size and fibers are randomly distributed in the CPC matrix.
In contrast, for continuous fiber reinforcement the fibers are approximately as long as the
specimen size and become aligned in the CPC matrix [16]. CPCs reinforced using the con-
tinuous fiber reinforcement method are highly resistant to crack initiation and propagation in
the direction perpendicular to the direction of the fibers. However, the fracture resistance of
this type of fiber-reinforced CPC type is anisotropic. Consequently, cracks can easily prop-
agate through the CPC matrix in the direction parallel to the fibers. Xu et al. [63] proposed
to combine the advantages of the short fiber technique with random fiber distribution with
the high reinforcement efficacy of the continuous fiber method. They developed a method
to achieve a random distribution of fibers with an embedded length several times longer
than the specimen size to enhance the mechanical properties of CPC matrix [63]. Using this
technique, the flexural strength and work of fracture of reinforced CPC increased as high as
4 and 10-fold, respectively, compared to unreinforced CPC.

1.3.3. Non-resorbable and resorbable fibers
Both non-resorbable and resorbable/biodegradable fibers have been employed to enhance
the mechanical properties and toughness of CPCs to expand their clinical applicability. The
main function of non-resorbable fibers is the mechanical reinforcement of the cement, while
for resorbable/biodegradable fibers, fiber degradation occurs after initial reinforcement on
short-term [47].

For biomedical cements such as CPCs, biodegradable fibers can act not only as a re-
inforcement for the cement matrix, but also as pore-generating agents to facilitate bone
tissue ingrowth following cement resorption. This implies that fibers should ideally also
be biodegradable [16, 47, 64]. Biodegradable but mechanically weak polyester fibers such
as polylactic acid (PLA) and polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) fibers have also been suc-
cessfully employed to reinforce CPCs [64, 65]. However, these fibers compromised the
injectability of CPCs since high amounts of these mechanically weak fibers were needed to
reach effective reinforcement levels.

Early approaches towards fiber reinforcement of CPCs involved the use of non-degradable
but mechanically strong fibers such as polyamide, aramid, carbon and glass fibers [62, 66,
67]. The effects of the use of polyamide fibers in the mechanical properties of CPC based
on 𝛼-tricalcium phosphate have been investigated by Dos Santos et al. [66]. They studied
only the mechanical resistance of reinforced CPC against compression forces and reported
an increase of 30% in compressive strength. Carbon nanotube (CNT) fibers also can be
employed to enhance the mechanical strength of CPC cement [68]. Wang et al. [69] pro-
posed the use of bio-mineralized CNT fibers as reinforcing agents. They mineralized CNT
fibers with an hydroxyapatite (HA) nanoparticle layer to improve their interfacial bonding
and reported that both as-received CNTs and mineralized CNTs were able to enhance the
compressive strength of CPC matrix by 24% and 120%, respectively [69]. However, a crit-
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1ical drawback is associated to these kind of fibers due to their nanometric size, which might
result into undesired bioaccumulation [47].

Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) fibers are frequently used in civil engineering to reinforce ce-
mentitious composites due to their favorable mechanical properties [70, 71]. Recently, PVA
fibers have also been employed to mechanically reinforce apatitic cements for biomedical
applications [72, 73]. Kucko et al. [74] studied the effect of PVA fibers on the biological and
mechanical properties of CPCs. It was reported that incorporation of PVA fibers into CPC
matrices is effective and can improve the flexural strength and toughness of CPC more than
3 and 435-fold, respectively. Moreover, it was shown that PVA fibers are cytocompatible
and do not compromise the osteocompatibility of CPC [74].

Nevertheless, the fundamental mechanisms by which CPCs are reinforced using poly-
meric fibers are still poorly understood. Therefore, research efforts should be focused on the
development of suitable models that can accurately describe the mechanical performance of
fiber-reinforced CPCs under clinically relevant loading scenarios [75–80].

1.4. Modeling of fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate
cements

Mechanical damage is an irreversible process that typically starts with the initiation of
micro-cracks in certain zones with highest stress concentration. The accumulation and coa-
lescence of these micro-cracks result in forming localized macro-cracks and finally lead to
an overall loss of stiffness, damage propagation and failure of the material. Different numer-
ical strategies in a continuum damage mechanics framework have been developed to model
the damage propagation and failure process of materials. Among these approaches, the so-
called implicit gradient enhanced damage model has been successfully used to analyze the
damage propagation and material failure with physically relevant and mesh-objective so-
lution [81]. The numerical implementation of the gradient-enhanced damage model in a
finite element (FE) framework has been extensively applied in civil engineering as a robust
computational approach to predict failure patterns in quasi-brittle/brittle materials [82–85].

In addition, many studies have been performed to investigate the reinforcement pro-
cess of brittle matrices with high strength fibers for different applications in civil engineer-
ing [46, 49]. Different analytical, numerical and experimental models have been devel-
oped to study the mechanical performance and failure process of fiber-reinforced compos-
ites (FRCs) at different scales [75–80]. In this regard, FE approaches have been frequently
used due to their explicit geometrical representation of the composite micro-structure [86].
Herein, the composite is discretized using a conformal mesh generation method. The first
attempt dates back to 1967 where Ngo and Scordelis used the FE method to study con-
crete structures reinforced with steel bars [87]. Although it was shown that such conformal
approaches are effective in modeling reinforcing fibers in structural composites [88, 89],
their application for FRCs with large number of fibers are limited due to computational
expense [77]. Therefore, development of advanced discretization methods such as dis-
crete models and embedded reinforcement techniques have been motivated by the need to
study the FRCs with a large number of fibers in a computationally efficient framework [77].
Barzegar and Maddipudi developed a 3D model for FE analysis of reinforced concrete where
an efficient embedded formulation is employed to freely position the reinforcement ele-
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ments within the computational domain, irrespective of the discretization of the concrete
volume [90]. Ruiz investigated the propagation of a cohesive crack through a reinforce-
ment layer (a single layer of fibers) with a semi-discrete approach, in which a reinforcement
fiber do not possess independent degrees of freedom [91]. In this study, the forces of the
reinforcement layer are considered as an equivalent closing pressure distributed over a cer-
tain distance from the crack surface [91]. Yip et al. [92] used an irregular lattice approach
to study the 3D structural components including a bulk material, reinforcement and their
interface. Here, reinforcement and the interface are freely positioned in the bulk material
domain, irrespective of its geometry. This led to accelerate the computationally expen-
sive process of numerical discretization. Radtke et al. [93] studied the failure pattern and
mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced concrete with discrete treatment of fibers. Here,
the reinforcing fibers were not explicitly discretized but their forces were transferred to the
background finite element mesh, representing the matrix, at the fiber end points. In another
study, they developed a model using the partition of unity (PU) finite element approach and
superimposed the fibers on a background mesh without explicitly meshing them [94]. In
this approach fiber enrichment functions within the PU finite element framework were em-
ployed to represent the effect of fiber on the matrix. In 2014, Kang et al. [77] proposed a
semi-discrete approach within lattice framework to model the fiber-reinforced cement com-
posites where the fibers do not possess additional degrees of freedom [77]. Recently, a
dimensionally-reduced fiber model was presented where the fibers are assumed as one-
dimensional objects [86]. In comparison to the conforming 3D FE approach where the
exact geometry of fibers should be discretized, the use of a one-dimensional fiber model
can significantly reduce the computational complexity of the numerical simulations [86].

Moreover, several studies have been performed to study the interfacial properties be-
tween the fiber and the matrix. Naaman et al. [95, 96] performed an experimental and an-
alytical study to analyze the bond-stress-slip relationship between steel fibers and cement-
based matrices. They, for the first time, derived a typical bond shear stress versus slip curves
of fiber-reinforced concrete and considered a constitutive property of the fiber-concrete in-
terface [95, 96]. Lin et al. [97] proposed a micromechanical model for polymeric fibers of
hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature embedded in a concrete matrix. The mechanical inter-
actions between steel fibers with different inclinations and concrete matrix with different
strength is studied by Breitenbucher et al. [98]. In addition, they studied the effect of the
shape of fibers (straight and hooked-end fibers) on fiber-matrix interfacial response [98].

During the past two decades, the interest in using fibers to enhance the mechanical
performance of CPCs has been considerably increased and substantial progress has been
achieved within a relatively short period [48]. However, fundamental understanding of
the mechanism by which CPCs are reinforced by fibers is still largely lacking and have
been mainly studied based on extensive experimental trial-and-error campaigns. Combined
numerical-experimental studies describing fiber-reinforcement of CPCs are still lacking, al-
though similar models have already been developed previously for fiber-reinforced cemen-
titious composites in civil engineering. This highlights the strong need for studies where the
reinforcement mechanisms, the fiber-matrix interactions and the mechanical performance
of fiber-reinforced CPCs (FRCPCs) are fully assessed to enhance their clinical applicability.
Therefore, this thesis aims to fill the knowledge gap by developing a combined numerical-
experimental model to fully characterize the mechanical performance of FRCPCs.
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11.5. Objectives and outline of the thesis
The main goal of this thesis was to develop an advanced combined experimental-numerical
strategy to investigate the mechanical behavior of FRCPCs under clinically relevant bend-
ing and tensile loading scenarios. As such, this thesis opens up new avenues of research on
the deformation mechanisms of fiber reinforcement of CPCs, thereby offering a new per-
spective for design and optimization of novel FRCPCs as load-bearing bone-substituting
biomaterials.

Apatitic CPC was selected as CPC matrix phase in this thesis, since this type of cement
shows the closest resemblance to the apatitic mineral phase of bone. However, apatitic
CPCs are brittle, which limits their application in highly loaded skeletal sites. The toughness
of CPC matrices and their post-cracking response can be improved most effectively using
reinforcing fibers, as confirmed already in civil engineering by the effective reinforcement
of concrete using polymeric fibers. During the failure process, fibers can transfer stresses
across the crack and delay crack opening. The crack growth path can be deflected by fibers
which results in absorbing of crack propagation energy. Moreover, the composite toughness
can be improved during the fiber pull-out process, where frictional sliding occurs at the fiber-
matrix interface. In this thesis, PVA fibers were selected for reinforcement of the apatitic
CPC matrix in view of the biocompatibility and hydrophilicity of PVA as biomaterial as
well as the high modulus of elasticity and tensile strength of PVA fibers.

In order to develop a numerical model for the failure behavior of PVA fiber-reinforced
CPCs, the three main phases of PVA fiber-reinforced CPCs (i.e. i) the CPC matrix, ii) the
fiber-matrix interface and iii) the dispersed fibers) were investigated separately in chrono-
logical order by means of experimental and numerical studies to develop a fully integrated
experimental-numerical characterization of the mechanical performance of FRCPCs.

In the first phase (Chapter 2), the mechanical performance of the fiber-free CPC ma-
trix was experimentally and numerically studied. In this chapter, an experimental protocol
was presented to perform the more clinically relevant three-point bending and tensile tests.
Generally, these tests have been poorly investigated in previous research due to the experi-
mental challenges associated with these type of tests related to e.g. specimen imperfection,
axial misalignment axial, stress concentration at fixtures, inappropriate load cell capacity
and unstable boundary conditions [99]. Furthermore, the implicit gradient-enhanced dam-
age model [81] was employed to construct a numerical model within the FE framework and
characterize the failure behavior of fiber-free CPCs according to tensile and bending tests.
It was shown that the presented numerical model can objectively predict the failure behavior
of CPC matrix with good accuracy. The models developed in this phase were later used as
a basis for analyzing the mechanical properties of FRCPCs presented in Chapter 4.

In the next phase (Chapter 3), the interfacial interactions between the PVA fiber and the
CPC matrix were investigated by means of single fiber pull-out tests. Our aim here was to
derive a constitutive interfacial law that can represent the interface properties between the
PVA fiber and the CPC matrix. To this end, the experimental pull-out tests were carried out
for PVA fibers with two different diameters and the effects of fiber diameter and embedded
length on the pull-out work and pull-out phases i.e. the elastic, debonding and frictional
stages were studied. Moreover, a numerical FE model including a predictive interfacial
constitutive law was developed and calibrated according to the experimental results and its
predictive capability was confirmed for different fiber embedded lengths [100]. The output
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of this phase was employed subsequently in Chapter 4 to represent the interface properties
between PVA fibers and CPC matrix in analyzing the FRCPCs.

Finally, in the last phase of this thesis (Chapter 4), the models developed in Chapters 2
and 3 and the dimensionally reduced fiber model [86] were combined to construct a compre-
hensive framework for mechanical characterization of FRCPCs. Herein, the matrix crack
propagation process was analyzed using the gradient-enhanced damage model and fibers
were presented as one-dimensional objects within the matrix domain according to dimen-
sionally reduced fiber model that helped to have a more computationally efficient model
compared to the conformal FE approach. Compared to the tuned parameters for CPC ma-
trix determined in Chapter 2, we tweaked the model parameters related to the damage width
and the rate of damage growth to favor the model prediction of the failure pattern observed
experimentally. The presented model was validated against the experimental data obtained
by the three-point bending and tensile tests. The proposed experimental and numerical mod-
els in this dissertation can be potentially used for further assessment of FRCPCs to expedite
their application in load-bearing skeletal sites.
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2
Bending and tensile failure

behavior of calcium
phosphate cements

Nature and nature’s laws lay hid in the night;
God said ‘Let Newton be!’ and all was light.

Alexander Pope

Since their discovery in the 1980s, injectable self-setting calcium phosphate
cements (CPCs) are frequently used in orthopedic, oral and maxillofacial-
surgery due to their chemical resemblance to the mineral phase of native
bone. However, these cements are very brittle, which complicates their ap-
plication in load-bearing anatomical sites. Polymeric fibers can be used to
transform brittle calcium phosphate cements into ductile and load-bearing
biomaterials. To understand and optimize this process of fiber reinforce-
ment, it is essential to characterize the mechanical properties of fiber-free
calcium phosphate matrices in full detail. However, the mechanical perfor-
mance of calcium phosphate cements is usually tested under compression
only, whereas bending and tensile tests are hardly performed due to techni-
cal limitations. In addition, computational models describing failure behavior
of calcium phosphate cements under these clinically more relevant loading
scenarios have not yet been developed. Here, we investigate the failure be-
havior of calcium phosphate cements under bending and tensile loading by

This chapter is based on:
A. Paknahad, N. W. Kucko, S. C. Leeuwenburgh, L. J. Sluys, Experimental and numerical analysis on bending
and tensile failure behavior of calcium phosphate cements, Journal of the Mechanical Behavior of Biomedical
Materials 103 (2020) 103565.
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2. Bending and tensile failure behavior of calcium phosphate cements

combining, for the first time, experimental tests and numerical modeling. To
this end, a 3-D gradient-enhanced damage model is developed in a finite ele-
ment framework, and numerical results are correlated to experimental three-
point bending and tensile tests to characterize the mechanical properties of
calcium phosphate cements in full detail. The presented computational model
is successfully validated against experimental results and is able to predict
the mechanical response of calcium phosphate cement under different types
of loading with a unique set of parameters. This model offers a solid basis
for further experimental and computational studies on the development of
load-bearing bone cements.

2.1. Introduction
Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) are highly valuable bone substitution materials that are
frequently used in orthopedic, oral and maxillofacial surgery [1–5]. Due to their excellent
compatibility to bone tissue and their chemical similarity to the mineral content of bones
and teeth, calcium phosphate cements have gained great interest in biomedical and clinical
applications [6–8]. Consequently, CPCs have been used to treat e.g. craniofacial defects,
bone fractures, periodontal defects and bone defects resulting from tumor resection [9–12].

CPCs are typically prepared at room temperature by mixing a precursor powder and an
aqueous solution at a specific liquid-to-powder ratio (L/P ratio) [13]. Calcium phosphate
cements set in situ at body temperature and form a paste that is moldable which can be
directly injected into bone defects [14]. This procedure provides intimate adaptation to
the irregular shape of bone defects. Consequently, CPCs represent attractive alternatives
to conventional types of bioceramics which are difficult to shape and machine due to their
non-self-setting nature [2].

Although CPCs are widely used in various types of surgeries, these biomaterials are
still associated with several drawbacks such as their poor mechanical performance, which
currently hinders their clinical applications in load-bearing skeletal sites [15]. The compres-
sive strength of calcium phosphate cements typically ranges between 60 − 70 MPa, which
exceeds values reported for native cancellous (trabecular) bone (4−9 MPa) [16, 17]. Com-
pressive, tension and torsion tests were performed to characterize the multiaxial mechani-
cal properties of two type of CPCs, brushite and hydroxyapatite, by Charriere et al. [18].
They used a linear elasticity model and a Tsai-Wu failure criterion to describe the elastic
and failure properties of CPCs. In their research the compressive strength of brushite and
hydroxyapatite CPCs were reported as 10.7 and 75 MPa, respectively. Furthermore, the
tensile strength of brushite and hydroxyapatite CPCs was measured as 1.3 and 3.5 MPa, re-
spectively. Nonetheless, the applicability of CPCs in load-bearing sites is limited by their
poor mechanical response under bending and tensile failure behavior [19].

To improve the mechanical performance of CPCs, reinforcement using polymeric fibers
is one of the most successful strategies. To this end, strong and stiff polymeric fibers are
introduced into brittle CPC matrices to improve the fracture toughness of the material by
arresting crack propagation [20, 21]. However, unlike fiber reinforcement of cementitious
matrices in civil engineering, fundamental understanding of fiber reinforcement of calcium
phosphate cements is still lacking. This also limits the efficient optimization of fiber re-
inforcement in terms of the properties, amount, dispersion and fiber-matrix affinity of the
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2

employed polymeric fibers.
The mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced CPCs is determined by the three main

phases, i.e. the CPC matrix, the dispersed fibers and the fiber-matrix interface. To under-
stand and optimize this process of fiber reinforcement, it is essential to first obtain funda-
mental understanding of the mechanical properties of fiber-free calcium phosphate matrices
under different types of loading [22]. Diametral compression tests, also known as Brazilian
tests, are frequently performed to measure the tensile strength of CPCs [23–29]. However,
it should be realized this test is an indirect method to measure the tensile strength of brit-
tle materials and therefore not the preferable testing method to determine these material
characteristics [20]. Pittet and Lemaitre measured the tensile strength of CPC matrix using
direct tensile and indirect diametral compression test [30]. Using a Mohr circle approach,
they showed that the diametral compression test generally produces values lower than the
true tensile strength of the tested material. However, the mechanical performance of cal-
cium phosphate cements is usually tested under diametral and uniaxial compression only,
whereas clinically more relevant bending and direct tensile tests are hardly reported due to
technical limitations.

Generally, tensile tests of highly brittle materials are complicated by several technical
challenges which may reduce the accuracy of this test considerably. These technical chal-
lenges include axial misalignment, inappropriate load cell capacity, specimen imperfection,
stress concentrations at fixtures, loading velocity and boundary conditions. These factors
complicate the accuracy of tensile testing, especially for brittle materials with low tensile
strengths [2]. Furthermore, to ensure that specimens fail due to maximum tensile loading in
the midsection, specific geometries are required such as dog-bone shaped or notched spec-
imens, which are often difficult to fabricate using highly brittle materials. Bending tests
are proposed as alternative, albeit with similar technical limitations for materials displaying
highly brittle failure behavior. In addition, computational models describing failure behav-
ior of calcium phosphate cements under clinically more relevant tensile or bending loading
have not yet been developed.

Therefore, the main aim of the current work is to study the mechanical response of CPC
matrices under tensile and bending loading using a combined experimental–numerical ap-
proach. To this end, we use the gradient-enhanced damage model to computationally model
the failure behavior of CPC matrices [31]. The gradient-enhanced damage model has been
used in civil engineering to predict material failure resulting from initiation and propaga-
tion of damage [32–40]. Similar to concrete in civil engineering, failure in CPC matrices is
caused by nucleation, propagation and coalescence of micro-cracks and microscopic defects
that ultimately lead to dominant macroscopic cracks.

The numerical implementation of the gradient-enhanced damage model in the finite el-
ement method (FEM) is straightforward, and this so-called nonlocal approach is objective
with respect to FE mesh discretization [40]. This means that with refining the finite element
discretization the model converges to a solution with a finite energy dissipation and a finite
damage band width [31]. Hence, the use of the gradient-enhanced damage model is sug-
gested as a genuine and robust numerical model to investigate failure behavior of calcium
phosphate cements. The numerical model developed herein can provide a solid basis for
the development of advanced numerical models to investigate and optimize the mechanical
properties and failure behavior of fiber-reinforced CPCs.
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In this work, we (i) develop an experimental protocol to perform bending and tensile
tests for CPCs; (ii) calculate the failure probability of bending and tensile tests for CPCs,
(iii) present the gradient-enhanced damage model as a robust and objective numerical model
to study the mechanical performance and failure behavior of CPCs, and (iv) derive a unique
set of numerical parameters to validate the numerical model against experimental data.

2.2. Experimental studies
2.2.1. Three-point bending and tensile tests
To study the mechanical response of the CPC matrix under bending and tensile loading,
test specimens were prepared using a previously established method by adding a 4 wt%
NaH2PO4.2H2O (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) aqueous solution to the CPC powder con-
sisting of 100% 𝛼-tricalcium phosphate (𝛼-TCP, D50 of 2.97 𝜇m, D90 of 6.06 𝜇m, vol-
ume mean diameter of 3.51 𝜇m) (CAM Bioceramics, Leiden, the Netherlands) [41]. Sub-
sequently, the two phases were thoroughly mixed at a liquid-to-powder ratio (L/P) of 1:2
for 1 min to form a cementitious paste. The initial and final setting times of cementitious
paste were ∼3 and ∼20 min, respectively [22, 42–44]. Next, the paste was placed in a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) rectangular mold (40×10×10 mm), clamped between two
glass slides and set at room temperature for 24 h. The rectangular test specimens were sub-
sequently removed from the molds and incubated in a phosphate-buffered saline solution
(PBS) at 37° C for 72 h to allow for full hardening of the CPC. In previous studies per-
formed by our research group, the complete conversion of our CPC hydroxyapatite was
confirmed using X-ray diffraction, as evidenced by the fact that all diffraction peaks corre-
sponded to hydroxyapatite, whereas peaks characteristic of 𝛼-tricalcium phosphate were not
detected [21]. In addition, the porosity was reported to range between 45 − 55 vol% based
on both theoretical calculation and experimental characterization [21, 45]. Furthermore, the
pore size distribution of this CPC was characterized using X-ray microtomography, which
revealed that the main pore size was about 60 𝜇m [45].

To prepare specimens for three-point bending tests, a 3 × 1 mm single edge notch was
cut into the specimens using a diamond-tipped circular saw blade. For tensile tests, two
opposing 2.5 × 1 mm notches were cut on both sides of the specimens. These notches
were applied since the failure process for unnotched specimens is unpredictable, resulting
into failure of the CPC matrix at random locations induced by e.g. material inhomogeneity
and/or stress concentrations at fixtures of the test setup. The presence of the notches guaran-
tees a controlled crack propagation pattern, thereby allowing for validation of the numerical
model parameters by means of experimental tests. The test specimens were analyzed using
nanocomputed tomography (nano-CT, Phoenix NanoTom M, General Electric, Wunstorf,
Germany). A nano-CT analysis was obtained using a voxel size of 5.6 𝜇m, X-ray source of
70 kV/ 200 𝜇A, and exposure time of 500 ms without the application of a filter.

Representative sketches of both three-point bending and tensile test setups are depicted
in Figure 2.1. In order to ensure that all mechanical tests were performed under hydrated
conditions, the specimens were stored in 37° C (PBS) until tests were performed.

Both the three-point bending test and the tensile test were performed using a universal
testing machine (LLOYD material testing, LS1 series) equipped with a 1000 N load cell at
a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min. For the three-point bending tests, the load was applied at
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Figure 2.1: A schematic sketch of test setup, boundary conditions and specimen geometry for the three-point
bending test (a) and the tensile test (b).

mid-span of the specimen positioned with a support span of 30 mm. In order to perform
tensile tests, the double-notched CPC specimens were first mounted to the clamps of the
universal testing machine. However, mounting of the specimens directly to the clamps of
the test setup was not feasible since this procedure generated excessive stress concentrations
resulting into premature failure of the specimen. Hence, two plastic T-shaped bars were 3-D
printed and glued (Pleximon)(Evonik Röhm GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) to both ends of
the specimens (see Figure 2.1). Subsequently, the load was applied in the axial direction of
the glued test specimens. For all tests a data collection frequency of 16 kHz was employed
to record the experimental data points. Force-displacement curves were recorded for ten
samples per experimental group (n = 10).

Fracture toughness values ( 𝐾IC) were calculated according to ASTM C1421 − 10 (an
established test method for fracture toughness of advanced ceramics at ambient tempera-
ture [46]) as follows:

𝐾𝐼𝐶 = 𝑔 (𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑠0 10−6

𝑏 𝑤3/2 ) ( 3 (𝑎/𝑤)1/2

2 (1 − 𝑎/𝑤)3/2 ) (2.1)

where

𝑔 = 𝑔 ( 𝑎
𝑤) = 1.99 − (𝑎/𝑤)(1 − (𝑎/𝑤))(2.15 − 3.93(𝑎/𝑤) + 2.7(𝑎/𝑤)2)

1 + 2(𝑎/𝑤) (2.2)

Here 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝑠0 and 𝑏 denote the maximum force, support span and the specimen thick-
ness. The notch depth is equal to 𝑎 and 𝑤 is the width of the test specimen.

The flexural strength 𝑓𝑓𝑙 and tensile strength 𝑓𝑡𝑠 were indirectly measured using Equa-
tion 2.3 and 2.4:
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𝑓𝑓𝑙 = 3 𝑠0 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 𝑏 𝑤′2 (2.3)

𝑓𝑡𝑠 = 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 𝑤′′ (2.4)

where 𝑤′ is the distance between the tip of the notch and the top of the specimen for
bending test and 𝑤′′ is the distance between the tip of the two notches for the tensile test.

The experimental data were statistically analyzed by means of a one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey post hoc test and are represented as average ±
standard deviation. All experimental data were analyzed for outliers using Tukey’s criteria
based on the maximum peak load.

2.2.2. Results and discussion
The experimental results for the three-point bending test and the tensile test are illustrated
in Figure 2.2. The applied force for bending tests was recorded against the vertical dis-
placement (relative to top-face of test specimens at mid-span section). For the tensile test,
the applied force was measured against the axial displacement of the points placed at the
top-end of the specimen. The experimental machine was not able to trace the potential snap-
back instability. As depicted in Figure 2.2, both bending and tensile tests revealed a brittle
failure response. The failure process started with initiation of micro-cracks around the cor-
ners of the notches where the highest stress concentrations occurred. Rapid propagation
of these micro-cracks resulted in a single macro-crack leading to complete failure. Images
of two representative samples after execution of the bending and tensile tests are shown
in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.2 shows the typical scatter of experimental results for the bending test. The
large variability of the obtained data is typical for testing of brittle ceramics and may be
caused by several factors such as presence of material defects and inhomogeneities or mis-
alignment of mechanical loading. However, the data variation was much larger for tensile
tests than bending tests. Although it should be realized that tensile testing allows for reliable
evaluation of tensile properties of ductile materials, tensile testing of brittle (bio)materials
is extremely challenging. Tensile tests of brittle materials such as CPCs are highly sen-
sitive to various experimental factors including misalignment of mechanical loading. For
instance, mounting of CPC specimens to the tensile bench (see Figure 2.1) could only be
achieved practically by gluing printed plastic T-shaped bars to the specimens. However,
these bars might have contributed to misaligned loading conditions, thereby increasing data
variation. Therefore, we attribute the large data variation of the tensile tests to the effects
of these T-shaped bars and Pleximon glue on load transfer to the CPC matrix. A summary
of experimental results is listed in Table 2.1. In this table 𝐹max, 𝑥max-p and 𝐾IC represent
the maximum peak load, maximum extension at peak load, and fracture toughness, respec-
tively, while, the 𝑓𝑓𝑙 and 𝑓𝑡𝑠 correspond to the flexural and tensile strength, respectively.
The values of 𝐸𝑓𝑙 and 𝐸𝑡𝑠 denote the flexural and tensile modulus, respectively.
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Figure 2.2: Force-displacement curves for the three-point bending test (a) and the tensile test(b) tests of rectangular
CPC specimens (40 × 10 × 10 mm).
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Figure 2.3: Two experimental specimens after performing three-point bending test (left) and tensile test (right).
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The average value of fracture toughness is around 0.17 MPa m1/2, which corresponds
to the range of 0.01 − 0.32 MPa m1/2 as reported previously for CPC [47–51]. Due to this
very low fracture toughness, the reliability of CPC is compromised by the inherent presence
of nano- and micro-sized pores. Although nano- and micropores can stop crack propagation
and may lead to enhanced toughness of ductile materials, pores in brittle materials mainly
act as crack nucleation sites causing uncontrolled and sudden failure. The average value of
measured flexural modulus is in the range of previously reported values for different CPC
formulations (0.4 − 8 GPa) [52–58]. It should be noted that the mechanical properties of
brittle materials as measured using pure tensile test are usually lower than the corresponding
properties measured using bending test. During the tensile test the entire volume and cross
section of the specimen is subjected to the maximum tensile stresses, while during the bend-
ing test the maximum tensile stresses are concentrated in a smaller volume under the neutral
axis, which results in a lower probability of failure. The reported fracture toughness val-
ues for trabecular and cortical bone are around 0.1 − 0.8 MPa m1/2 and 2 − 12 MPa m1/2,
respectively [59]. Consequently, the low fracture toughness of CPC relative to the bone
tissue hampers the application of this biomaterial in load-bearing anatomical sites, and em-
phasizes the need for effective reinforcement strategies to develop advanced CPCs with
enhanced toughness and strength [19].

To better understand the statistical variation of the measured flexural and tensile strength,
the Weibull modulus values were measured [60, 61]. Weibull statistics are commonly em-
ployed to predict the failure probability distribution of brittle materials [62–64]. The Weibull
modulus of porous calcium phosphate bioceramic scaffolds tested under compression was
reported to range between 3 to 10 [65, 66], whereas a Weibull modulus of 5.6 was reported
for apatite cements tested using four-point bending tests [67]. Generally, however, the anal-
ysis of the Weibull modulus for CPCs has received little attention as compared to various
other types of brittle materials. Herein, the Weibull modulus evaluation for three-point bend-
ing tests and tensile tests was performed according to ASTM standard C1239 − 07 using
the following equation:

𝑙𝑛 (𝑙𝑛 ( 1
(1 − 𝑃𝑓))) = 𝑚 𝑙𝑛 ( 𝜎

𝜎0
) (2.5)

where

𝑃𝑓 = 𝑖 − 0.5
𝑛 (2.6)

Herein 𝑃𝑓 and 𝑚 denote the failure probability at stress 𝜎 and the Weibull modulus, respec-
tively. The value 𝜎0 is the characteristic stress at which the probability of failure is around
63% [68]. The value 𝑛 is equal to the total number of experimental specimens and 𝑖 rep-
resents the specimen rank in ascending order of failure stresses. The Weibull plots of the
measured flexural and tensile strength are illustrated in Figure 2.4.

A summary of Weibull parameters are listed in Table 2.2. The values of Weibull mod-
ulus (slope of the statistical trend-line in Figure 2.4) for flexural and tensile strength were
measured as 9.7 and 3.6, respectively. The Weibull modulus of flexural strength was ap-
proximately 2.7 times larger than the Weibull modulus of tensile strength. Larger Weibull
modulus values correspond to a more reliable and predictable failure process. This Weibull
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Figure 2.4: Weibull plots of (a) flexural strength and (b) tensile strength

Table 2.2: A summary of Weibull parameters of flexural and tensile strength

Type of test Trend-line formula Weibull modulus (𝑚) 𝑅2

Three-point bending 𝑦 = 9.7𝑥 + 0.2 9.7 0.95
Tensile 𝑦 = 3.6𝑥 + 4.6 3.6 0.94

analysis confirms that the mechanical performance of our CPC specimens was much more
reliable upon flexural testing as compared to tensile testing.

As shown in Figure 2.5, pores of test specimens were more or less homogeneously dis-
tributed over the CPC matrix, and the size of the nano- and micro-pores was small compared
to the macroscopic length scale of the specimens. Therefore, the CPC matrix was assumed
as a homogeneous material in the numerical studies in Section 2.3.

2.3. Numerical modeling
In this section we propose the use of a gradient-enhanced damage model to study the failure
behavior of CPC matrix under bending and tensile loading. The main goal is to uniquely
characterize the numerical model parameters based on the obtained experimental data.

2.3.1. Gradient-enhanced damage model
The implicit gradient-enhanced damage model was developed by Peerlings et al. [31], where
a discretized weak form of a system of coupled differential equations was solved using
an incremental-iterative Newton-Raphson approach [69]. Herein, the first equation in the
system of coupled differential equations is the classical equilibrium relation that can be
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1 mm

Figure 2.5: Nano-CT of the cross section of a CPC matrix

written in component form as:

𝜎𝑖𝑗 = (1 − 𝐷) 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 ∶ 𝜀𝑘𝑙 (2.7)

where 𝜎𝑖𝑗 and 𝜀𝑘𝑙 are the Cauchy stress and strain tensors, and 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 denotes the fourth-order
elasticity tensor given by:

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝜆𝛿𝑖𝑗𝛿𝑘𝑙 + 𝜇 (𝛿𝑖𝑘𝛿𝑗𝑙 + 𝛿𝑖𝑙𝛿𝑗𝑘) (2.8)

in which 𝜆 and 𝜇 are the Lame’s constants and 𝛿 denotes the Kronecker delta:

𝜆 = 𝐸𝜈
(1 − 2𝜈)(1 + 𝜈) (2.9)

𝜇 = 𝐸
2(1 + 𝜈) (2.10)

where 𝐸 and 𝜈 are the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the material, respectively.
The parameter 𝐷 in Equation 2.7 is the isotropic damage variable that represents the effects
of micro-structural defects in the material. The damage parameter can vary between 0 and
1, where 𝐷 = 0 corresponds to undamaged material and 𝐷 = 1 defines fully damaged
material where the material has lost its stress-bearing capacity. Values of 𝐷 between 0 and 1
correspond to crack propagation and development of material damage. The damage variable
is an explicit function of history parameter 𝐷 = 𝐷(𝜅) (with initial value 𝜅 = 𝜅𝑖). In the
gradient-enhanced damage model, as a non-local damage model, the history parameter 𝜅
is related to the non-local equivalent strain ̄𝜀eq and its evaluation can be mathematically
defined by the Kuhn-Tucker relations [69, 70]:

̄𝜀eq − 𝜅 ≤ 0 , ̇𝜅( ̄𝜀eq − 𝜅) = 0 , ̇𝜅 ≥ 0 (2.11)
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In non-local damage mechanics the damage growth in a material point depends not only
on the local deformation in that point itself, but also on the average deformation in its direct
vicinity. This non-local effect can be incorporated into a system of coupled differential
equations (see also Equation 2.7) as a diffusion equation:

̄𝜀eq − 𝑐∇2 ̄𝜀eq = 𝜀eq (2.12)

where ∇2 is the Laplacian operator and 𝜀eq and 𝑐 are the local equivalent strain and the
gradient parameter, respectively. The gradient parameter 𝑐 is a material parameter that rep-
resents the average size of material micro-structural defects (micro-pores, micro-cracks) or
simply the material length scale 𝑙m [71].

In order to characterize the failure behavior of a material, different definitions of the
damage evolution law can be employed in Equation 2.7 [72, 73]. In this paper, we used the
exponential damage evolution law as follows [72, 74]:

𝐷(𝜅) = 1 − 𝜅𝑖
𝜅 ((1 − 𝛼) + 𝛼 exp(−𝛽(𝜅−𝜅𝑖))) (2.13)

where 𝜅𝑖 is the damage initiation threshold and 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the material parameters that
should be tuned based on experimental data. The exponential damage law facilitates the
numerical model to remain stable until the end of the failure process where 𝜀 → ∞ and the
stress (see Equation 2.7) goes to (1 − 𝛼)𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 ∶ 𝜀𝑘𝑙. The parameter 𝛽 defines the damage
growth rate. High values of 𝛽 lead to a more brittle material response with faster crack prop-
agation. The modified von-Mises definition for equivalent strain 𝜀eq (see Equation 2.12) was
used for all simulations [31, 75]:

𝜀eq = 𝑘 − 1
2𝑘(1 − 2𝜈)𝐼1 + ( 1

2𝑘 ( 𝑘 − 1
1 − 2𝜈 𝐼1)

2
+ 12𝑘

(1 + 𝜈)2 𝐽2)
1/2

(2.14)

where 𝐼1 is the first invariant of the strain tensor and 𝐽2 is the second invariant of deviatoric
strain tensor, given by:

𝐼1 = 𝜀𝑘𝑘 (2.15)

𝐽2 = 1
2𝜀𝑖𝑗𝜀𝑖𝑗 − 1

6𝐼2
1 (2.16)

and 𝑘 represents the ratio between the compressive and tensile strength. The natural bound-
ary condition is used as follows:

∇⃗ ̄𝜀eq.�⃗� = 0 (2.17)

in which �⃗� is the unit outward normal [31].
The nonlinear system of equations is solved by the implicit Newton-Raphson scheme

and, the numerical model is coded in the research-oriented C++ programming toolkit named
Jive [76].
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h= 0.2 mm h= 0.1 mm h= 0.05 mm

Figure 2.6: Mesh discretization with three different element sizes (h) for three-point bending tests (view of the
central part of the specimen).

2.3.2. Results and discussion
A 3-D FE model was constructed to analyze the above-described three-point bending test
and tensile test. Although 3-D modeling is relatively costly from a computational point of
view compared to a 2-D approach, the presented 3-D model allows for extension to 3-D
models for fiber-reinforced CPC with a realistic representation of the fiber distribution in
the CPC discretization. The CPC matrix for all simulations was discretized by tetrahedral
continuum elements and the boundary conditions were applied as shown in Figure 2.1.

In order to obtain an accurate measurement of the stress profile over the area where the
crack initiation and damage propagation are expected, we discretized the region in the direct
vicinity of notches with a finer mesh compared to the rest of the structure. To perform the
mesh refinement study and assure that the model is mesh-independent, a mesh discretization
with three different element sizes was used in all simulations. The mesh discretization of
the central part of the specimens for both three-point bending and tensile tests is depicted
for three different element sizes in Figure 2.6 and 2.7 where h represents the element size
in the refined region.

The three-point bending test has been selected for calibration purposes due to the higher
Weibull modulus and lower standard deviation compared to the tensile test data. The nu-
merical parameters are calibrated with respect to the data obtained using experimental three-
point bending to predict the tensile behavior of the CPC matrix with the same optimized and
unique set of parameters. The numerical force-displacement curves are plotted in Figure 2.8
together with the corresponding experimental results.

The model parameters are tuned in order to interpolate the average of maximum force
and the displacement at peak load of three-point bending tests (red point in Figure 2.8-a) as
closely as possible. The damage threshold is set as 𝜅𝑖 = 0.0035 and the damage evolution
variables 𝛼 and 𝛽 in Equation 2.13 are taken as 1 and 200, respectively. The numerical
simulations are performed with gradient parameter 𝑐 = 0.01 and 𝜈 = 0.2 and 𝑘 = 18 in the
modified von-Mises definition (see Equation 2.14).

We observed a good agreement between the numerical data and the experimental enve-
lope, which evidences that the proposed numerical model is able to capture the bending and
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h= 0.2 mm h= 0.1 mm h= 0.05 mm

Figure 2.7: Mesh discretization with three different element sizes (h) for tensile tests (view of the central part of
the specimen).
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Figure 2.8: Numerical prediction for three-point bending test (a) and tensile test (b) of rectangular CPC specimens
(40 × 10 × 10 mm).

tensile behavior of the CPC matrix with good approximation.
The mesh refinement study for three different mesh sizes ℎ = 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 mm

(see Figure 2.6 and 2.7) are depicted in Figure 2.9. The numerical results for the three-point
bending test and the tensile test converged for the smaller mesh sizes ℎ = 0.1 and 0.05 mm.
This indicates that the numerical model is indeed mesh independent. The evolution of the
damage profile for the three-point bending test and the tensile test are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.10 and 2.11.

The material length scale is related to the average size of coalesced pores and material
micro-structure imperfections that can affect the width of macro-cracks. Figure 2.12 and
2.13 show how different values of the gradient parameter 𝑐 = 0.01, 0.02 and 0.03 (related
to material length scale) affect the damage profile for the three-point bending test and tensile
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Figure 2.9: Mesh refinement study for three-point bending (a) and tensile (b) tests of rectangular CPC specimens
(40 × 10 × 10 mm).
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Figure 2.10: The evolution of damage profile (𝐷) for three-point bending test study (view of the central part of
the specimen).
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Figure 2.11: The evolution of damage profile (𝐷) for tensile test study (view of the central part of the specimen).

test, respectively. Higher values of the gradient parameter result in a wider damage zone.
A lower value of 𝑐 leads to a more brittle response characterized by a more narrow and

localized damage zone that is a more realistic representation of the single macro-crack as
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Figure 2.12: Effect of gradient parameter on damage profile, three-point bending test (view of the central part of
the specimen, ℎ = 0.1).
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Figure 2.13: Effect of gradient parameter on damage profile, tensile test (view of the central part of the specimen,
ℎ = 0.1).

observed experimentally (see Figure 2.3). In fact, the gradient parameter 𝑐, the internal
length scale of the gradient-enhanced model, sets the width of the localization zone. Lower
values of gradient parameter 𝑐 imply a smaller damage zone and the use of a very fine
mesh specifically around the notches where damage takes place. This made the simulations
numerically more time-consuming due to the large number of degrees of freedom (DOF) in
the system of equations.

The good agreement between the numerical predictions and the experimental data evi-
dences that the proposed numerical model can be reliably used to study the performance of
CPCs without the tedious trial and error approaches that were commonly employed.

2.4. Conclusions
In this work, we experimentally studied the response of a CPC matrix under bending and
tensile loading. We proposed an experimental protocol to perform the three-point bending
and tensile test for a CPC matrix. We determined the Weibull modulus of the flexural and
tensile strength for the CPC matrix. To derive a numerical model, we proposed the use of a
gradient-enhanced damage model to numerically characterize the failure behavior of a CPC
matrix. It was shown that the proposed finite element model is objective with respect to
mesh discretization. We calibrated the numerical model parameters and the material length
scale according to the experimental data and showed that the model is able to predict the
bending and tensile responses of the CPC matrix within the experimental envelope, using
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2

a unique set of parameters. To obtain a realistic representation of the narrow and localized
single macro-crack, as observed experimentally, the value of the gradient parameter should
be set sufficiently small which required a very fine mesh discretization and inevitably a large
number of degrees of freedom. We argue that the proposed numerical model can be used
with a good accuracy for further investigations on the development of CPCs.
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3
Interfacial characterization of

poly (vinyl alcohol) fibers
embedded in a calcium

phosphate cement matrix

Because of their chemical similarity to the mineral phase of bone and teeth,
calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) are extensively investigated for applica-
tions in biomedicine. Nevertheless, their applicability in load-bearing anatom-
ical sites is restricted by their brittleness. Reinforcement of calcium phos-
phate cements with polymeric fibers can overcome this mechanical limitation
provided that the affinity between these fibers and the surrounding matrix
is optimal. To date, the effects of the fiber-matrix affinity on the mechanical
properties of fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements are still poorly un-
derstood. The goal of this study is therefore to investigate the interfacial prop-
erties and bond-slip response between the CPC matrix and polymeric fibers.
To this end, we selected poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) fibers as reinforcing agents
because of their high strength and stiffness and their effective reinforcement
of cementitious matrices. Micromechanical pull-out experiments were com-
bined with numerical simulations based on an dedicated constitutive inter-
facial law to characterize the interfacial properties of PVA fibers embedded
This chapter is based on:
A. Paknahad, D. G. Petre, S. C. Leeuwenburgh, L. J. Sluys, Interfacial characterization of poly (vinyl alcohol) fibers
embedded in a calcium phosphate cement matrix: An experimental and numerical investigation, Acta biomaterialia
96 (2019) 582-593.
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3. Interfacial characterization of poly (vinyl alcohol) fibers embedded in a
calcium phosphate cement matrix

in a CPC matrix at the single fiber pull-out level. The computational model
developed herein is able to predict all three main phases of pull-out response,
i.e. the elastic, debonding and frictional pull-out phases. The resulting inter-
facial constitutive law is validated experimentally and predicts the pull-out
response of fibers with different diameters and embedded lengths.

3.1. Introduction
Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) are widely used in orthopedic and oral and maxillofacial
surgery due to their chemical similarity to the mineral phase of bones and teeth [1, 2]. Con-
sequently, clinically used CPCs reveal excellent compatibility to bone tissue [3–5]. These
biomaterials can be prepared in the operating room and they can be directly injected or
molded during surgery into bone defects or gaps between bones and implants [6]. These
CPCs are attractive alternatives to the majority of currently available sintered bone substi-
tutes due to their moldability and in-situ hardening properties [7, 8].

CPCs are produced by mixing a precursor powder and liquid phase at different liquid-
to-powder ratios (L/P ratio). During this process, calcium phosphate crystals are formed
by precipitation which eventually interlock to give mechanical stability to the cement [9].
Despite their widespread usage in orthopedic and oral and maxillofacial surgery, currently
available CPCs are far from ideal, mainly in view of their poor mechanical properties. Bend-
ing strength values of CPCs are indeed reported in the 5–15 MPa range, far below the values
reported for cortical bone (about 200 MPa [10]). Morgan et al. [11] investigated damage
and fracture properties of carbonated apatite CPCs and reported fracture toughness values
of 0.14 MPa m1/2 which is considerably lower than the fracture toughness of human corti-
cal bone (2–5 MPa m1/2 as reported by Nalla et al. [12]). These limited values of bending
strength and fracture toughness of currently available CPCs stress the strong need for the
development of CPCs with improved mechanical properties in terms of enhanced toughness
and strength [13]. This toughness of cementitious matrices can be improved most efficiently
using reinforcing fibers, as shown for instance by the effective reinforcement of concrete
using polymeric fibers. Generally, the fibers can enhance the mechanical performance of a
CPC matrix and its post-cracking behavior by means of three main fiber-reinforcing mech-
anisms: (i) fibers can transfer the stresses across the crack and delay crack opening; (ii)
fibers can deflect the crack growth path, thereby absorbing crack propagation energy; and
(iii) fibers can improve the composite toughness during the pull-out process where frictional
sliding occurs at the fiber-matrix interface.

In addition to design criteria such as the amount, dimensions, and mechanical properties
of these polymeric fibers, fibers should also be biocompatible for biomedical applications.
Generally, polymeric fibers used for biomedical applications are either resorbable or non-
resorbable. Resorbable fibers made of natural or synthetic polymers such as collagen, poly-
lactic acid (PLA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), or polycaprolactone (PCL) are too
weak to reinforce CPCs efficiently [14, 15]. On the contrary, non-resorbable fibers com-
posed of polyamides, carbon or glass reinforce cementitious matrices more efficiently due
to their higher tensile strength and stiffness [1].

Poly (vinyl alcohol)(PVA) fibers are a particularly promising fiber type for reinforce-
ment of CPCs because of their high modulus of elasticity and tensile strength. PVA fibers
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are not resorbable materials due to a combination of stretching, heat treatment and acetaliza-
tion which renders these high tenacity, heavily cross-linked fibers [16, 17] non-degradable.
Moreover, their strong affinity for hydrophilic cementitious was already exploited effec-
tively for reinforcement of other cementitious matrices such as concrete [18]. Finally, PVA
is regarded as a biocompatible polymer in the biomedical field, as shown by its use in var-
ious applications in biomedicine [19]. In view of these beneficial properties, PVA fibers
have been recently introduced into CPCs, thereby transforming brittle CPCs to ductile and
tough fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements (FRCPCs) [20]. Herein, resorbability
was tuned by the inclusion of poly-lactic-co-glycolic acid porogens. After twelve weeks
of implantation, the PVA fibers were still clearly present, confirming that these fibers are
indeed not degradable. Nevertheless, these fibers did not induce inflammatory responses or
other adverse reactions when the fibers were well dispersed in the cement matrix. More-
over, the inclusion of PVA fibers did not negatively affect the ingrowth of new bone into
the PVA fiber-reinforced cements.

Future clinical applications of tough FRCPCs might range from fixation of dental im-
plants and articulating prostheses [13] to segmental bone defects [21] or procedures such
as vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty [22–24]. CPCs reinforced with high-tenacity PVA fibers
might expand their clinical applicability to these load-bearing defect sites where conven-
tional unreinforced CPCs are unable to provide the required mechanical stability. In order
to describe the mechanical behavior of FRCPCs three main phases can be discerned, i.e.
the CPC matrix, fibers, and the fiber-matrix interface. While the matrix and fiber phases of
fiber-reinforced CPCs are adequately understood, the effect of the interface between poly-
meric fibers and the matrix of CPCs is still poorly understood [25]. To investigate the
efficacy of fiber reinforcement of CPCs as a function of fiber parameters such as fiber-
matrix affinity, fiber dimensions and fiber distribution, the fiber-matrix affinity should first
be studied for single fibers dispersed in a continuous CPC matrix. This quantitative charac-
terization of the fiber-matrix affinity can be used for subsequent experimental and computa-
tional studies on the relationship between fiber parameters and the macroscopic mechanical
performance of fiber-reinforced CPCs. Generally, this fiber-matrix interface behavior is
dictated by chemical, frictional, and mechanical interactions between the matrix and em-
bedded fibers [26, 27]. Stresses are transferred from the matrix to the fibers through this
fiber-matrix interface. Consequently, the mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced CPCs
can only be optimized when their fiber-matrix interface is fully understood.

Experimental single-fiber pull-out tests are the most common micromechanical tests to
assess the fiber-matrix affinity [28, 29]. From these tests, key parameters which characterize
the pull-out response can be derived in a quantitative manner including the critical fiber
embedded length. This parameter is defined as the longest fiber length that can be pulled
out of its surrounding matrix without any rupture [30].

Recently, single-fiber pull-out behavior has also been studied analytically and numeri-
cally [31–36]. Single-fiber pull-out tests using PVA fibers embedded in a concrete matrix
were performed and analyzed at both quasi-static and high pull-out rates by Scheffler et
al. [34]. They investigated both as-received and surface-treated PVA fibers and demon-
strated that removal of fiber coatings can affect the interfacial mechanical bonding between
the PVA fiber and the concrete matrix. An analytical micromechanical model for polymeric
fibers of hydrophobic and hydrophilic nature embedded in a concrete matrix was developed
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by Lin et al. [35]. This model included the effect of chemical bonding and slip-dependent
interfacial properties to provide a more realistic representation of the fiber-matrix interfa-
cial interactions. Breitenbucher et al. [36] analyzed the pull-out response of steel fibers
considering different inclinations and concrete matrix strength. They developed an analyti-
cal model for hooked-end fibers considering the anchorage effect and proposed an interface
law for pull-out behavior of straight fibers.

Although numerous studies have been dedicated to fiber reinforcement of cementitious
matrices used in civil engineering [36–42], the interface behavior of polymeric fibers and
biomedical cements is still hardly investigated. Herein, we study the pull-out response of
PVA fibers from a CPC matrix both experimentally and numerically for different fiber em-
bedded lengths and diameters. We use two types of interfacial constitutive laws to represent
the fiber-matrix interface properties in our numerical model. The first suggested interfacial
constitutive law can predict only the elastic and frictional pull-out stages. Here we ignore
the debonding stage. This could be a valid approximation specifically for fibers with rela-
tively small diameters and embedded lengths. In previous literature, usually the debonding
stage is either ignored or assumed with constant frictional shear stress. In the experimental
data presented in this paper we noticed a distinct debonding stage that is also slip-dependent.
Therefore, we suggest an advance interfacial constitutive law that is able to capture the com-
plete pull-out process including a slip-dependent debonding stage.

Specifically, we (i) present a novel experimental protocol to assess the affinity between
PVA fibers and the surrounding CPC matrix by means of single-fiber pull-out tests; (ii)
we determine the critical embedded length for PVA fibers with two different diameters and
correlate the work of pull-out with the embedded length; and (iii) we design a numerical
model with a predictive interfacial constitutive law which describes the three main phases
of single-fiber pull-out, i.e., the elastic, debonding and frictional stages. This numerical
model is validated with our experimental data.

3.2. Experimental studies
3.2.1. Single-fiber pull-out test
During a pull-out test, a single fiber is pulled out from the surrounding cement matrix and
the pull-out force versus the displacement is measured. Generally, the pull-out response
strongly depends on the matrix composition, chemical properties of the fiber, and fiber ge-
ometry including fiber diameter and fiber embedded length. A possible simplification is to
assume that the fiber is pulled out from the matrix with a constant frictional force along the
entire fiber-matrix interface [31]. In this case the frictional shear stress 𝜏 is set equal to a
constant value (𝜏0) and it is independent of fiber slippage. This assumption may be valid
for specific types of matrix and fibers [43, 44]. However, the interfacial shear strength 𝜏
is more often a function of fiber slippage [34, 45]. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic draw-
ing of pull-out responses with constant and slip-dependent frictional force on the interface.
Here, 𝑃max, 𝑃maxl, 𝑃db, and 𝑙e represent the maximum pull-out load, local maximum pull-
out force, debonding pull-out force, and the embedded length, respectively. Fiber pull-out
can lead to a slip-softening, constant friction, or slip-hardening behavior depending on the
fiber-matrix interface adhesion, fiber surface roughness, and the relative properties of matrix
and fiber [45].
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of pull-out response with slip-softening, constant friction, and slip-hardening
behavior

Table 3.1: Properties of the PVA fibers employed in the experimental tests

Diameter Length Tensile strength Modulus Poisson ratio
(𝜇m) (mm) (GPa) (GPa)
200 18 1.0 27 0.2
100 12 1.2 28 0.2

3.2.2. Experimental single-fiber pull-out tests
To investigate the affinity between PVA fibers and the CPC matrix, two types of PVA fibers
with diameters of 200 and 100 𝜇m were pulled out from CPC at embedded lengths between
2 and 10 mm. Fiber diameter and embedded length are two main parameters that can affect
the bond strength between fiber and matrix. The types and properties of the PVA fibers
used herein (Kuraray Co., Ltd.) are listed in Table 3.1. The specific chemical interaction
between PVA fibers and wet cementitious matrices has been described previously for PVA
fiber-reinforced concrete. Basically, the PVA fibers are covered with a hydrophobic coat-
ing consisting of long chain polyethylene waxes to reduce their hydrophilicity and affinity
with hydrophilic cements, thereby facilitating frictional sliding mechanisms which induce
effective toughening of cementitious matrices [34].

The physical properties and specimen geometry of the CPC used as matrix for all exper-
iments are listed in Table 3.2. The powder phase of the CPC consists of 100% 𝛼-tricalcium
phosphate (𝛼-TCP, D50 of 2.97 𝜇m, D90 of 6.06 𝜇m, volume mean diameter of 3.51 𝜇m)
(CAM Bioceramics, Leiden, the Netherlands), while the liquid phase consists of a 4 wt%
NaH2PO4.2H2O (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) aqueous solution. This cement precursor
powder transforms from an 𝛼-tricalcium phosphate precursor phase towards a precipitated
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phase consisting of apatitic sub-micron particles upon hardening of the cement. Since the
size of these precipitated particles is several orders of magnitude smaller than the dimen-
sions of the PVA fibers, the fiber-matrix interface was assumed to be continuous.
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1 mm

Figure 3.2: Schematic drawing of the mold (left) and a 3-D printed mold (right)

Specimens were prepared by adding the liquid phase to the CPC powder at a liquid-
to-powder ratio of 1:2. CPC powder and liquid phase were thoroughly mixed together for
1 minute until a paste was formed. Initial and final setting times of this cement formulation
were ∼3 and ∼20 min, respectively [15, 46]. Afterwards, the paste was placed in molds with
an inner diameter of 6 mm 3-D printed from dissolvable PVA (Ultimaker 2+). Cylindrical
molds were prepared at different heights to allow fiber placement at different embedded
lengths (2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm) using guide notches. Subsequently, the fibers are placed and
the specimens were clamped and allowed to set for 24 hours at room temperature. Figure 3.2
shows a schematic drawing of the mold (left) and a 3-D printed mold (right) with width and
length of 10 mm and height of 4 mm.

After an initial setting time of 24 hours, the specimens were immersed in distilled wa-
ter for 24 hours to dissolve the PVA molds. On the contrary to PVA fibers which are not
soluble due to heavy cross-linking treatment, PVA molds are soluble in the hot water since
these are not chemically cross-linked [47]. Subsequently, the specimens were immersed in
a phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) and placed on a shaker table set at 120 rpm in
an incubator at 37° C for 72 hours to allow the CPC to fully cure. Figure 3.3 shows a typical
specimen.

Before the pull-out tests, all specimens were glued (Pleximon) to a solid base (3-D
printed from PLA) and dried at room temperature. The PVA fibers were glued to the metal
sheets in two subsequent stages. First, the fibers were glued to the metal sheets with a layer
of industrial instant adhesive (Pattex super glue). After 5−10 minutes (which was the time
required for hardening of the instant adhesive at room temperature) an additional layer of
Pleximon was added on top to ensure that the bonding between the fibers and the metal
sheets was strong enough to prevent any undesired displacement during the tests. Finally,
the dried specimens were again immersed in the PBS solution and placed on a shaker table
set to 120 rpm in an incubator at 37° C for 30 min to allow for complete hydration. Pull-out
tests were performed immediately after removing the specimens from the PBS solution to
mimic physiological conditions. A representative sketch of the pull-out test setup is illus-
trated in Figure 3.4.

Using a tensile bench (LLOYD material testing, LS1 series), the pull-out load was ap-
plied in the fiber axial direction at a crosshead speed of 1 mm/min. A data collection fre-
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Figure 3.3: An experimental specimen with embedded PVA fiber
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Figure 3.4: A schematic sketch of the pull-out test setup
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quency of 16 kHz was used to record the experimental data points. Force-displacement
curves were recorded for at least 14 samples per experimental group (n ≥ 14) and used to
determine the first local peak load in the debonding phase, the maximum peak load, and the
pull-out work. These data were represented as average ± standard deviation and analyzed
statistically by means of one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by a Tukey post
hoc test. Fiber surface abrasion before and after the pull-out test was analyzed using the
scanning electron micrographs (SEM). Samples were coated with a 10 nm chromium layer
and images were obtained at 5 kV. To check the fiber location and incidence of damage dur-
ing the pull-out test, samples were scanned using nano-CT (Phoenix NanoTom M, General
Electric, Wunstorf, Germany). Images were acquired using a voxel size of 3.36 𝜇m, X-ray
source of 60 kV/ 140 𝜇A, and exposure time of 500 ms without the application of a filter.

3.2.3. Results and discussion
Pull-out behavior of 200 𝜇m thick PVA fibers
PVA fibers with a diameter of 200 𝜇m were pulled out from CPC matrix at embedded lengths
of 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 mm (see Figure 3.5). All experimental data were examined for out-
liers using Tukey’s criteria based on the maximum pull-out force. The initial parts of the
curves (before the first local maximum) for 2, 4, 6, and 8 mm embedded length are very
similar. Their initial slopes are very close, which means that the effective stiffness of the
specimens does not show any significant dependence on the embedded length, while the
peak load increases with increasing embedded length. The pull-out force slip curves show
nonlinear behavior after the initial elastic phase and also multiple maximum peaks in the
post-debonding region. This evidences that the interfacial frictional stress in these tests is
not constant but varies with embedded length [48]. For embedded lengths of 4, 6, and 8 mm
the maximum peak load occurred somewhere in the post-debonding region, while for cases
with 2 mm embedded length the maximum peak load occurred at the end of the elastic or
frictional-free phase. This proves that the amount of mechanical interlocking and chemical
adhesion between the PVA fiber and the CPC matrix during pull-out of fibers with 2 mm
embedded length is much lower compared to the pull-out of fibers with 4, 6, and 8 mm
embedded lengths. This is expected due to the small interfacial surface area between fiber
and matrix. In other words, the area under a pull-out force displacement curve of fibers with
2 mm embedded length, usually called “pull-out work” [49], reduces significantly compared
to the pull-out of fibers with 4, 6, and 8 mm embedded lengths. Pull-out work generally in-
creases with increasing embedded lengths (see Figure 3.5). To determine the minimum
efficient fiber embedded length for this thickness, where the pull-out response is close to a
friction-less situation, fiber pull-out tests with embedded length shorter than 2 mm would
be necessary. During the friction-less response the pull-out process ends after the debond-
ing stage. However, these tests were not feasible for the current experimental setup due to
technical limitations. For fibers with 10 mm embedded length, the pull-out process was not
completed and most fibers broke after reaching the ultimate load. According to the results
shown in Figure 3.5, the critical embedded length (𝑙c) of PVA fibers with 200 𝜇m diameter
is approximately between 8 to 10 mm. The critical embedded length, defined as the maxi-
mum fiber embedded length for a fiber to be pulled out from a matrix without rupture, is a
prominent interface parameter that can strongly affect the pull-out response and hence the
efficiency of the interfacial properties in FRCPC.
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Figure 3.5: Force-displacement curves for pull-out of 200 𝜇m thick PVA fibers from CPC matrix at embedded
lengths of a) 𝑙e = 10 mm, b) 𝑙e = 8 mm, c) 𝑙e = 6 mm, d) 𝑙e = 4 mm, e) 𝑙e = 2 mm and f) effect of fiber
embedded length on pull-out work
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Figure 3.6: Typical pull-out force vs. slip curve obtained during pull-out of a PVA fiber embedded in CPC matrix
(𝑑f = 200 𝜇m, 𝑙e = 8 mm)

As depicted in Figure 3.6, a typical pull-out force-displacement curve includes three
main phases. The first phase represents the initial elastic stretching of the part of fiber
that is not embedded (the fiber-free length). Subsequently, the debonding phase starts and
continues until reaching a local peak load accompanied by clear load drop to the point of full
debonding. Due to deformability of the PVA fibers [34, 50], the starting point of debonding
phase and local maximum load are difficult to distinguish. These two points are very close
and usually the starting point of the debonding phase is considered to be directly after the first
local maximum load [34]. The load drop after the first peak load corresponds to chemical
debonding since this phase would not occur if only frictional bonds are formed between the
fiber and the matrix. In fact, the load drop corresponds to the transition from the debonding
phase (with both chemical and frictional bonds) to the final, third phase with frictional bonds
only [35].

Non-linear behavior was observed in the frictional pull-out phase. This so-called slip-
hardening behavior can be observed especially for PVA fibers and is attributed to fiber sur-
face abrasion during the fiber pull-out process. Frictional bonds can significantly increase
due to the fibrillation of fiber surface; this is considered to be one of the main mechanisms
of slip-hardening [45, 48].

Figure 3.7 shows SEM of the PVA fibers with 200 𝜇m diameter before and after the
pull-out test. In Figure 3.7 fiber surface abrasion upon pull-out is evident. This observation
explains the various local maxima and frictional pull-out resistance in the pull-out force-slip
curves (see blue points, Figure 3.6).

Nano-CT imaging of the fiber-matrix interface after fiber pull-out indicates that no ma-
trix defects are observed (see Figure 3.8). Both matrix and fiber remained intact until the
end of the test and interface breakage (i.e. tunneling) is the only dominant phenomenon
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Figure 3.7: SEM images of PVA fibers, 𝑑f = 200 𝜇m a) before and b) after the pull-out test

CPC matrix200µm

location of PVA fiber

Figure 3.8: Nano-CT of the fiber-matrix interface after fiber pull-out ( 𝑑f = 200 𝜇m, 𝑙e = 6 mm)

during the pull-out process. In addition, Figure 3.8 shows an intact and dense cement paste
surface around the fiber, without voids or noticeable cracks.

Pull-out behavior of 100 𝜇m thick PVA fibers
PVA fibers with a diameter of 100 𝜇m were pulled out from the CPC matrix at embedded
lengths of 2, 4, and 6 mm (see Figure 3.9). For fibers embedded for 6 mm in CPC, similar
to PVA fibers with 200 𝜇m diameter and 10 mm embedded length, almost all fibers broke
immediately after the maximum peak load was reached. This evidences that the strength
of mechanical interlock between these PVA fiber and CPC matrix is stronger than the fiber
tensile strength.

Based on these results the critical embedded length (𝑙c) for a PVA fiber with 100 𝜇m
diameter is estimated approximately between 6 and 4 mm. Figure 3.9 compares the total
pull-out work for fibers of 100 and 200 𝜇m .The pull-out work increases with increasing
diameter, since the frictional and chemical interfacial bonding between the fiber and the
matrix increase due to the larger fiber circumferential surface.
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Figure 3.9: Force-displacement curves for pull-out of 100 𝜇m thick PVA fibers from CPC matrix at embedded
lengths of a) 𝑙e = 6 mm, b) 𝑙e = 4 mm, c) 𝑙e = 2 mm and d) effect of fiber diameter on pull-out work

A summary of all experimental results is listed in Table 3.3. In this table 𝑙e, 𝐹max-b, 𝐹max,
and 𝑊 represent the fiber pull-out lengths, first local peak load in the debonding phase, the
maximum peak load, and pull-out work, respectively.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic FE discretization of fiber, matrix and fiber-matrix interface elements

3.3. Numerical modeling
In this section, we propose a finite element (FE) numerical model to gain insight into the
fiber-matrix interactions during the pull-out process. The goal here is to determine an in-
terfacial constitutive law that represents the fiber-matrix interface properties as observed
experimentally.

The CPC matrix and the PVA fiber are discretized by standard continuum elements.
To introduce the fiber-matrix interface properties, we employed zero-thickness interface
elements with a traction separation law (TSL). A schematic discretization of continuum and
zero-thickness interface elements is depicted in Figure 3.10.

The modeling of the interface was done by means of explicit interface elements because
in the single fiber pull-out analysis the location of the interface elements was known. To
numerically simulate the fiber pull-out process, the following assumptions were made:

• Crack initiation starts after the local maximum load. Therefore, the first and second
kinks in the pull-out force-slip curves (see Figure 3.6), which represent the starting
point of debonding phase and the local maximum load, respectively, were considered
equal.

• Based on nano-CT observations, matrix damage, fiber damage, and the effect of fiber
surface abrasion were neglected. Therefore, fiber and matrix were considered as lin-
ear elastic materials.

The non-linear process is concentrated at the fiber-matrix interface. The constitutive
equations can be defined as follows:

𝜎m = Dm𝜀m (3.1)

̇tint = T[[u̇int]] (3.2)
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𝜎f = Df𝜀f (3.3)

where T denotes the cohesive tangent matrix and Dm and Df are the tangent stiffness ma-
trices for matrix and fiber, respectively. Also [[u̇int]] indicates the rate form of displacement
jump between the upper and lower faces of the interface element (see Figure 3.10). The
displacement jump in the pull-out study represents the fiber slippage and can be formulated
as:

[[u̇int]] = Nint(u+ − u−) (3.4)

where u+ and u− represent the nodal displacements on the upper and lower edges of the
interface elements and Nint corresponds to the shape functions of the interface elements.

The experimental results clearly revealed three main stages of the pull-out process. In
most of previous studies, the debonding stage was ignored and it was assumed that the fric-
tional pull-out stage starts immediately after the elastic phase. This assumption is valid for
PVA fibers with small diameters and high aspect ratios for three reasons [34, 50, 51]. First,
relative slippage between the fiber and the matrix in the debonding phase is usually small
compared to the elastic and frictional phase. This is more significant when the embedded
length of the fiber is also small. This observation can be evidenced by studying the exper-
imental pull-out results for PVA fibers with 200 and 100 𝜇m diameters (see Figure 3.5 and
3.9). Second, it is not straightforward to define the starting and end points of the debonding
stage for small polymeric fibers like PVA fibers. For reasons of simplicity, this phase is
usually ignored in the literature [34, 50]. Third, it is clear that the quality of the debonding
phase directly depends on the fiber surface coating. Usually, industrial fibers are used with
an as-received surface coating and less attention is paid to the role of fiber surface treat-
ment in the pull-out process. Therefore, the effect of fiber coating on the debonding stage is
rarely considered in numerical studies. The frictional pull-out process can be approximated
by slip-hardening behavior following a quadratic function. It is assumed that during the
pull-out test the interfacial shear stress between the PVA fiber and the CPC matrix may first
increase due to the accumulation of fiber debris.

Two types of TSLs are proposed herein. In the first one we ignore the debonding stage
and in the second one we consider all three stages of the pull-out process.

The first TSL describes two phases of the pull-out process. The elastic phase with a
linear function and the frictional phase with a quadratic function according to:

𝜏(𝑠) =
⎧{
⎨{⎩

𝐺𝑠 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠0

𝑑f (𝛾2(𝑠 − 𝑠0)2 + 𝛾1(𝑠 − 𝑠0)) + 𝜏max 𝑠 > 𝑠0

(3.5)

where 𝐺 is the corresponding relative bond modulus, 𝑠 is the fiber slippage, 𝑠0, 𝛾2 and 𝛾1
represent the starting point of sliding and parameters controlling the ascending branch of
the pull-out curve, respectively, and 𝜏max is the maximum bond strength of the interface.

Due to symmetry, we constructed a two-dimensional axisymmetric FE model. The FE
analysis was coded in the research-oriented C++ programming toolkit named Jive [52] and
the implicit Newton-Raphson scheme is used to solve the nonlinear system of equations.
The only source of nonlinearity comes from the interface behavior. In the simulations, we
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Figure 3.11: Schematic FE discretization and boundary conditions

discretized the region next to the interface with a finer mesh compared to the rest of the
domain. The triangular elements with an average size of 0.01 mm around the interface
were used for mesh discretization. This choice allows an accurate measurement of the stress
profile over the interface domain.

The boundary conditions and a typical mesh discretization are shown in Figure 3.11.
Here, 𝑟f, 𝑟m and ℎm show the fiber radius, matrix radius and matrix height (equal to the
fiber embedded length 𝑙e), respectively. The fiber is subjected to prescribed displacement
in the z-direction, while the left edge of the fiber in the r-direction and the bottom of the
matrix in the r- and z-directions are constrained.

Furthermore, we assumed that the normal stress along the PVA fiber does not exceed its
material ultimate strength and therefore the PVA fiber will not break before it pulls out from
the CPC matrix. To compare the model prediction with experimental data, a representative
average curve for each set of experiments was interpolated using B-splines. We tuned the
model parameters such that the best fitted curve with regards to the average experimental
result was obtained. We selected the three main points of the pull-out curve, i.e. the first
peak load, the maximum pull-out load, and the end point of the frictional phase for the model
calibration and the best fitting procedure.

The model variables are tuned for the pull-out process of the PVA fiber with 200 𝜇m
diameter and 8 mm embedded length and the results is depicted in Figure 3.12-a. The nu-
merical pull-out prediction with these calibrated parameters and the same diameter but now
for PVA fibers with 6 and 4 mm embedded lengths are presented in Figure 3.12-b and 3.12-c.
The average curves and experimental result are defined with blue lines and gray highlighted
bands, respectively.

Furthermore, for the PVA fiber with 100 𝜇m diameter, the numerical model parameters
were calibrated for the 4 mm embedded length. Figure 3.13 shows the prediction for the
2 mm embedded length using the same parameters.

We observed a strong agreement between the calculated pull-out curves using the nu-
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Figure 3.12: Numerical prediction including two-phase traction separation law for the PVA fiber pull-out test,
𝑑f = 200 𝜇m, a) 𝑙e = 8 mm, b) 𝑙e = 6 mm, c) 𝑙e = 4 mm

merical model with the proposed two-phase TSL and the experimental data. However, the
proposed two-phase TSL in Equation 3.5 does not capture the debonding stage, but it still
can reasonably predict the general trend of the pull-out response.

In our pull-out tests for PVA fibers with 200 and 100 𝜇m diameters, the debonding phase
is significant and cannot be excluded from the pull-out analysis as one could do for fibers
with small diameters. In fact, all three main stages of the pull-out process can be clearly
distinguished from each other. Consequently, the load drop after the first local peak load and
during the chemical and frictional debonding stages cannot be ignored. For this reason, a
model with a more precise prediction and the ability to mimic the complete pull-out process
is required. In this regard, a more advanced version of the TSL that includes all three pull-out
phases (namely the elastic, debonding and the frictional pull-out stage) can be formulated
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Figure 3.13: Numerical prediction including two-phase traction separation law for the PVA fiber pull-out test,
𝑑f = 100 𝜇m, 𝑙e = 4 mm (left) and 𝑙e = 2 mm (right)

as follows:

𝜏(𝑠) =

⎧{{{{
⎨{{{{⎩

𝐺𝑠 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠0

𝜏max exp(𝑠0 − 𝑠
𝑑f 𝛾0

) 𝑠0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠1

𝑑f (𝛾2(𝑠 − 𝑠1)2 + 𝛾1(𝑠 − 𝑠1)) + 𝜏max exp(𝑠0 − 𝑠1
𝑑f 𝛾0

) 𝑠 > 𝑠1

(3.6)

This version of the TSL employs a linear function for the elastic phase, a descending ex-
ponential and slip-dependent function for the debonding stage, and a quadratic function for
the frictional pull-out phase.

In Equation 3.6, 𝐺 is the corresponding relative bond modulus, and 𝑠0 and 𝑠1 are the
starting point of the debonding phase and the sliding phase, respectively. Parameters con-
trolling the descending branch of the pull-out curve in the debonding stage and the ascending
branch in the pull-out stage are defined by 𝛾0, 𝛾1, and 𝛾2. Similar to previous simulations,
we selected the first peak load, the maximum pull-out load and the end point of the fric-
tional phase as criteria to calibrate the model and find the best fitted numerical curve with
regards to the average of the experimental data. The same numerical setup used previously
was employed for the three-phase model (see Figure 3.11). Figure 3.14 shows the numer-
ical results for the PVA fiber pull-out response with 200 𝜇m diameter and three different
embedded lengths. The results of the numerical pull-out analysis for the PVA fiber with
100 𝜇m diameter and two different embedded length are presented in Figure 3.15. For the
PVA fiber with 200 and 100 𝜇m diameters, the model parameters in Equation 3.6 are tuned
for 8 and 4 mm embedded lengths, respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Numerical prediction including three-phase traction separation law for the PVA fiber pull-out test,
𝑑f = 200 𝜇m, a) 𝑙e = 8 mm, b) 𝑙e = 6 mm, c) 𝑙e = 4 mm

A better agreement between numerical and experimental data is clearly observed com-
pared to the two-phase model. The three-phase TSL enables the description of the slip-
dependent debonding stage and predict the complete pull-out response for different fiber
diameters and embedded lengths. It should be highlighted that the effects of chemical and
frictional bond strength parameters during the debonding phase were implemented in both
models through the model parameters 𝛾0, 𝛾1, and 𝛾2. In addition, the value of fiber diame-
ter 𝑑f is factored out of the TSL model parameters to stress that the fiber diameter strongly
affects the interfacial constitutive law.

A summary of calibrated numerical parameters for PVA fibers with 200 and 100 𝜇m
diameters and for two-phase and three-phase TSL are listed in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.15: Numerical prediction including three-phase traction separation law for the PVA fiber pull-out test,
𝑑f = 100 𝜇m, 𝑙e = 4 mm (left) and 𝑙e = 2 mm (right)

Table 3.4: A summary of calibrated numerical parameters for twophase and three-phase TSLs

Fiber diameter (𝜇m) TSL type 𝑠0 𝑠1 𝛾0 𝛾1 𝛾2
200 two-phase 0.35 – – 1.96 −0.31
200 three-phase 0.35 0.56 5.36 2.66 −0.34
100 two-phase 0.25 – – 21.43 −5.96
100 three-phase 0.25 0.38 8.18 25.04 −6.92

3.4. Conclusions and outlook
In the current work, we experimentally determined the critical embedded length for PVA
fibers with diameters of 100 and 200 𝜇m embedded in the CPC matrix. We showed how
the fiber embedded length and diameter can affect the pull-out energy dissipation, thereby
affecting the fiber stress transformation and fiber crack-bridging potential. Furthermore,
we numerically calibrated two types of interfacial constitutive laws that represent the fiber-
matrix interface properties to be used for the modeling of fiber-reinforced CPCs. We suggest
a FE model with the interfacial constitutive law consisting of either two or three pull-out
phases with a quadratic slip-hardening characteristic in the frictional pull-out phase. The
former deals with PVA fibers whose debonding stage in their pull-out response is relatively
small and negligible compared to the final slippage, while the latter is concerned with mod-
eling the complete pull-out process for PVA fibers with a considerable debonding stage.

We argue that the debonding stage can be ignored specifically for PVA fibers with small
diameters and embedded lengths, but in the tests presented in this paper we observed a
significant debonding phase. Hence, we suggest a three-phase TSL to numerically model
the complete pull-out process. The numerical model is capable of capturing all three main
phases of the pull-out process, i.e. the elastic, debonding and frictional pull-out phases.
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3.5. Acknowledgments

3

Calibration of the model parameters was performed for a single fiber embedded length and
its predictive capability was demonstrated for different fiber embedded lengths. The in-
terface models developed in our study are idealizations of a more complicated situation.
Nevertheless, they provide the basis to develop sophisticated numerical models to capture
the complex relationship between physicochemical properties of incorporated fibers and
the efficacy of fiber reinforcement in calcium phosphate cement matrices. In fact, both the
critical embedded length and interfacial constitutive law can be used as input to study the
effects of relevant fiber properties such as fiber-matrix affinity and fiber distribution on the
damage behavior of fiber-reinforced CPCs. These models will enable efficient optimiza-
tion of the mechanical performance of fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements, thereby
contributing to the development of novel bioceramic cements with load-bearing capacity. 
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4
Calcium phosphate cement
reinforced with poly (vinyl

alcohol) fibers

Nature and nature’s laws lay hid in the night;
God said ‘Let Newton be!’ and all was light.

Alexander Pope

Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) have been widely used during the past
decades as biocompatible bone substitution in maxillofacial, oral and ortho-
pedic surgery. CPCs are injectable and are chemically resemblant to the min-
eral phase of native bone. Nevertheless, their low fracture toughness and
high brittleness reduce their clinical applicability to weakly loaded bones.
Reinforcement of CPC matrix with polymeric fibers can overcome these me-
chanical drawbacks and significantly enhance their toughness and strength.
Such fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements (FRCPCs) have the poten-
tial to act as advanced bone substitute in load-bearing anatomical sites. This
work achieves integrated experimental and numerical characterization of the

This chapter is based on:
A. Paknahad, M. Goudarzi, N. W. Kucko, S. C. Leeuwenburgh, L. J. Sluys, Calcium phosphate cement reinforced
with poly (vinyl alcohol) fibers: An experimental and numerical failure analysis, submitted to Acta biomaterialia
(2020)
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mechanical properties of FRCPCs under bending and tensile loading. To
this end, a 3-D numerical gradient enhanced damage model combined with
a dimensionally-reduced fiber model are employed to develop a computa-
tional model for material characterization and to simulate the failure process
of fiber-reinforced CPC matrix based on experimental data. In addition, an
advanced interfacial constitutive law, derived from micromechanical pull-out
tests, is used to represent the interaction between the polymeric fiber and
CPC matrix. The presented computational model is successfully validated
with the experimental results and offers a firm basis for further investiga-
tions on the development of numerical and experimental analysis of fiber-
reinforced bone cements.

4.1. Introduction
Calcium phosphate cements (CPCs) are widely applied in maxillofacial, oral and orthopedic
surgery [1–6]. These cements are osteoconductive, biocompatible and chemically resem-
blant to the mineral phase of bones and teeth [7–12]. Over the past decades, injectable
self-setting calcium phosphate cements have been increasingly used to facilitate repair of
various types of bone fractures, periodontal and craniofacial defects [13–16]. CPCs consist
of a mixture of a precursor powder and an aqueous solution with a specific liquid-to-powder
ratio (L/P ratio) that hardens in vivo at body temperature [17]. CPC paste is moldable and can
be directly shaped into irregular bone voids or acts as gap filler around metal implants [18].
CPCs are intrinsically nano- and micro-porous which enables resorption of CPCs and con-
comitant replacement by new bone tissue. Due to this biodegradability, CPCs are promising
candidates for drug delivery and bone tissue engineering [19].

However, despite their favorable biological performance, several crucial drawbacks are
still associated to CPCs which limit their clinical applicability. In particular, the high brit-
tleness and low fracture toughness of CPCs still limits their potential usage in highly loaded
skeletal sites [20]. The compressive strength of CPCs is typically higher than native cancel-
lous (trabecular) bone (1−30 MPa) and lower than cortical bone (95−230 MPa) [21–24].
Reported fracture toughness values of CPCs range between 0.01−0.32 MPa m1/2 [25–29].
These values are noticeably lower than previously reported fracture toughness values of hu-
man cortical bone that typically range between 2 − 5 MPa m1/2 [30]. Furthermore, CPCs
have poor resistance to tensile forces [2]. Nonetheless, mechanical properties of CPCs were
assessed mostly by performing diametral and uniaxial compression tests and their mechan-
ical response to bending and tensile loading are rarely reported due to the inherent technical
challenges [31–38]. Several methods have been developed to overcome these limitations by
improving the mechanical performance of CPCs. Previous studies have shown that porosity
reduction can improve the compressive strength of CPCs [39–42]. Rodel et al. developed a
new degradable dual setting system using different poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-based hy-
drogels to create more ductile and flexible (bendable) CPCs [43]. In comparison to these
methods, fiber reinforcement is one of the most reliable and convenient approaches to sig-
nificantly enhance the mechanical performance, namely the fracture toughness as well as
bending and tensile strengths of CPCs [44].

Reinforcement of brittle matrices with high-strength fibers has been extensively in-
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vestigated for different applications in civil, aerospace and mechanical engineering. Due
to their superior properties compared to conventional structural materials, fiber-reinforced
composites (FRCs) have attracted much attention in the past decades [45–49]. Different
computational and experimental models were developed to study various applications of
fiber-reinforced composites [50–55]. During the material failure and fracture process, de-
formation occurs at the fiber-matrix interface. Fibers undergo partial or full debonding,
bridge the cracks, transmit the effective force across the crack surface, and stabilize crack
propagation. This combination of effects can increase the ultimate load-bearing capacity of
the composite [56–58].

Previously, it was shown that the fiber reinforcement technique can also be effectively
employed to enhance the mechanical properties of the cements used in orthopedic and den-
tal applications [59–68]. By incorporating fibers made of e.g. aramid, carbon, glass and
polyesters, CPCs were effectively reinforced and the composite ultimate strength is in-
creased from 13 MPa up to 62, 59, 29 and 24 MPa, respectively, as confirmed by bend-
ing tests [69]. Parameters such as fiber volume fraction, length, diameter and strength were
identified as key parameters affecting the reinforcement of a CPC matrix [70, 71]. However,
fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements (FRCPCs) are still poorly investigated and un-
derstood in terms of the mechanism by which polymeric fibers reinforce the CPC matrix.
Combined numerical and experimental studies describing the mechanical performance of
FRCPCs under clinically relevant bending and direct tensile testing are not yet available.
Hence, the main goal of this study is to develop an advanced, combined experimental-
numerical model to investigate the mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced CPCs under
bending and direct tensile loading. To this end, the three main phases of FRCPCs should
be considered, i.e. i) the fiber-matrix interface, ii) the CPC matrix, and iii) the dispersed
fibers. Previously, we presented a combined experimental-numerical approach to describe
the affinity between poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) fibers and the CPC matrix [71]. PVA fibers
were selected in view of their highly effective reinforcing efficacy in civil engineering as
well as the favorable biological performance of poly (vinyl alcohol) as biomaterial [72]. In
this study, experimental micro-mechanical pull-out tests were combined with a numerical
finite element (FE) model including distinct representation of the fiber, matrix and fiber-
matrix interface with a predictive interfacial constitutive law [71]. The proposed interfa-
cial constitutive law was validated experimentally and enabled prediction of all three main
phases of the experimentally observed pull-out response, i.e. the elastic, debonding and fric-
tional pull-out phases. Subsequently, we investigated the failure behavior of fiber-free cal-
cium phosphate cements under bending and tensile loading by combining experimental tests
and numerical modeling [73]. We employed a three dimensional (3-D) gradient-enhanced
damage model to computationally model the failure behavior of fiber-free CPC matrices in
a mesh-objective and accurate manner [74]. This current study is the culmination of our
two previously published experimental-numerical studies on the fiber-matrix interface and
the CPC matrix, respectively [71, 73]. Based on these studies, we now present a novel and
fully integrated experimental-numerical characterization of the mechanical performance of
FRCPCs. To this end, we use these two previously developed models combined with a
dimensionally-reduced fiber model to construct a complete computational framework for
material characterization of FRCPCs [75].

In the presented model, the gradient-enhanced damage model captures the process of
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crack propagation in the fiber-free CPC matrix [73]. PVA fibers are assumed as linear elas-
tic material, where their slippage is considered only in the axial direction and modeled us-
ing the dimensionally-reduced fiber model to allow a higher computational cost reduction.
As described in our previous work, a very fine mesh discretization is needed to represent
the material length scale of the fiber-free CPC matrix and the corresponding simulations
are numerically costly [73]. Therefore, we used the dimensionally-reduced fiber model in
which fibers and matrix discretization are independent from one another, inspired by the
embedded reinforcement technique [76–78], and the fibers are assumed as one-dimensional
objects [75]. In comparison to 3-D finite element models of fiber-reinforced composites
where the exact geometry of fibers should be discretized, one-dimensional fiber models
drastically reduce computational complexity and time of the numerical simulations.

Herein, we present the use of above-described models, i.e. i) the gradient-enhanced dam-
age model, ii) three-phase fiber-matrix interface model and, iii) the dimensionally-reduced
fiber model as a novel and efficient computational tool to study the mechanical performance
and failure behavior of FRCPCs. Moreover, we validate the presented computational model
against experimental data obtained by subjecting FRCPCs to a range of three-point bending
and direct tensile tests. Overall, this research offers new perspectives for the design and op-
timization of FRCPCs to mature their development as functional and reliable load-bearing
biomaterials.

4.2. Experimental studies
4.2.1. Three-point bending and tensile tests
Poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA) fibers were utilized to reinforce CPC matrices in order to evalu-
ate how fiber-matrix interfacial properties affect the macro-mechanical properties of fiber-
reinforced CPCs. To perform the experimental three-point bending and direct tensile test,
PVA fiber-reinforced CPC specimens were fabricated by first mixing 98.5% 𝛼-tricalcium
phosphate (𝛼-TCP, D50 of 2.97 𝜇m, D90 of 6.06 𝜇m, volume mean diameter of 3.51 𝜇m)
(CAM Bioceramics, Leiden, the Netherlands) with 2.5 wt% PVA fibers (Kuraray Europe
GmbH, RFS400/18mm, Hattersheim am Main, Germany, 200 𝜇m in diameter and 18 mm
in length) that were manually cut into lengths of 8 and 4 mm. Subsequently, a 4 wt%
NaH2PO4.2H2O (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) aqueous solution was added at a liquid-to-
powder ratio (L/P) of 1:2 and fully mixed for 1 min until a cementitious paste with randomly
dispersed PVA fibers was formed [79, 80]. The initial and final setting times of these ce-
ment formulation were ∼3 and ∼20 min, respectively [81, 82]. The paste was subsequently
cast into polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) rectangular molds (40 × 10 × 10 mm), clamped
between two glass slides and allowed to set at room temperature for 24 h. Afterwards, the
specimens were removed from the molds and incubated in a phosphate-buffered saline so-
lution (PBS) at 37° C for 72 h to allow the CPC to fully cure. The weight of each coated
PVA fiber (𝑙f = 18 mm) was 0.77 mg, and each fiber-reinforced CPC sample contained
125 mg of PVA fibers. The density of PVA fiber was ∼1.3 g/cm3 and the fiber content was
kept constant at 2.5 wt % for both the three-point and tensile tests irrespective of the fiber
length. As a result, for both the three-point bending and tensile tests, the number of PVA
fibers within the each fiber-reinforced CPC sample was calculated as 370 and 740 for fiber
lengths 8 and 4 mm, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of test setup, boundary conditions and specimen geometry for the three-point
bending test (a) and the tensile test (b).

To ensure a controlled crack initiation and propagation process during the mechanical
tests, a 3 × 1 mm single edge notch and two opposing 2.5 × 1 mm notches were cut into
the specimens using a diamond-tipped circular saw blade. These notches prevent an un-
controlled and random failure process and allows the validation of the computational model
parameters according to the experimental data. To ensure that all experimental tests were
performed under hydrated conditions, the specimens were stored in 37° C (PBS) until the
moment of testing. Schematic sketches of both three-point bending and tensile test setups,
boundary conditions and specimen geometry are illustrated in Figure 4.1.

Using a universal testing machine (LLOYD material testing, LS1 series) equipped with
a 1000 N load cell, the three-point bending test and the tensile test were performed at a
crosshead speed of 1 mm/min. To perform the three-point bending tests the specimen was
placed on two supporting pins with a span length of 30 mm and the load was applied in-
crementally at the mid-span (see Figure 4.1-a). Values of fracture toughness, 𝐾IC, were
computed using Equation 4.1 and 4.2 based on ASTM C1421 − 10 (an established test
method for fracture toughness of advanced ceramics at ambient temperature [83]) as:

𝐾𝐼𝐶 = 𝑔 (𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑠0 10−6

𝑏 𝑤3/2 ) ( 3 (𝑎/𝑤)1/2

2 (1 − 𝑎/𝑤)3/2 ) (4.1)

𝑔 = 𝑔 ( 𝑎
𝑤) = 1.99 − (𝑎/𝑤)(1 − (𝑎/𝑤))(2.15 − 3.93(𝑎/𝑤) + 2.7(𝑎/𝑤)2)

1 + 2(𝑎/𝑤) (4.2)

where 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum force and 𝑠0 and 𝑏 represent the support span and the specimen
thickness, respectively. The notch depth is equal to 𝑎, 𝑤 is the width of the test specimen
and 𝑔 is a function of ratio 𝑎/𝑤, as shown in Equation 4.2. The bending strength 𝑓𝑓𝑙 was
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calculated using Equation 4.3:

𝑓𝑓𝑙 = 3 𝑠0 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
2 𝑏 𝑤′2 (4.3)

where 𝑤′ denotes the distance between the tip of the notch and the top of the specimen.
For tensile tests, the double-notched specimens was first mounted to the clamps of the

universal testing machine. To this end, two plastic T-shaped bars were 3-D printed and glued
to either end of the specimen using a two-component Pleximon glue (Evonik Röhm GmbH,
Darmstadt, Germany). The specimen was subsequently placed into the testing machine and
subjected to axial tensile loading until rupture (see Figure 4.1). Here the tensile strength 𝑓𝑡𝑠
was calculated as:

𝑓𝑡𝑠 = 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 𝑤′′ (4.4)

where 𝑤′′ is the distance between the tip of the two notches for the tensile test specimens.
The work of fracture under bending (WOFb) and tensile (WOFt) loading were measured by
dividing the total area under the force-displacement curves by the cross-sectional surface
area [80].

The experimental data were reported as average ± standard deviation and analyzed
for outliers using Tukey’s criteria based on the maximum peak load. For all tests, force-
displacement curves were recorded for at least ten samples per experimental group and a data
collection frequency of 16 kHz was applied to record the experimental data points. The spa-
tial distribution of fibers within test specimens was characterized using nano-computed to-
mography (nano-CT, Phoenix NanoTom M, General Electric, Wunstorf, Germany). Nano-
CT analysis was obtained using a voxel size of 5.6 𝜇m, vocal size spot of 0.84 mm, X-ray
source of 70 kV/ 200 𝜇A, and exposure time of 500 ms without the application of a filter.

4.2.2. Results and discussion
For the three-point bending test and the tensile test the applied force was recorded as a
function of the vertical displacement of the top-face of the specimen at mid-span section
(bending tests) and the axial displacement of the top-end of the specimen (tensile tests).
The corresponding force-displacement curves for three-point bending and tensile tests of
specimens reinforced with 8 and 4 mm PVA fibers are illustrated in Figure 4.2 and 4.3.

Generally, for both bending and tensile force-displacement curves of fiber-reinforced
CPCs, three main phases can be distinguished. In the first phase, the specimen remains
in its elastic regime. The incorporation of PVA fibers enhance the material resistance to
deformation. In the second phase, by increasing the force, nano- and micro cracks form
near the notch corners where the highest stress concentration occurs. Subsequently, the
accumulation of these nano- and micro-cracks leads to a single macro-crack. In the third
phase, toughening mechanisms become active and, in the crack wake, PVA fibers partially
or fully bridge the crack to stabilize the crack propagation process. The bridging fibers
debond and transmit the force across a crack and at the fiber-matrix interface. When further
crack propagation occurs, fiber pull-out results in additional frictional sliding resistance,
fibrillation of fiber surface, and finally slip-hardening behavior.

Fiber type, number, distribution, embedded (debonded) length and location relative to
the damage zone significantly affect the post peak response. A typical force-displacement
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Figure 4.2: Experimental force-displacement curves of (a) the three-point bending test and (b) the tensile test for
rectangular FRCPC specimens (40 × 10 × 10 mm) containing 8 mm PVA fibers (𝑑𝑓 = 200 𝜇m).
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Figure 4.3: Experimental force-displacement curves of (a) the three-point bending test and (b) the tensile test for
rectangular FRCPC specimens (40 × 10 × 10 mm) containing 4 mm PVA fibers (𝑑𝑓 = 200 𝜇m).

curve obtained during the three-point bending test of a fiber-reinforced CPC specimen con-
taining 8 mm PVA fibers is depicted in Figure 4.4.

Compared to the specimens reinforced with 8 mm PVA fibers, a smaller amount of en-
ergy was dissipated during the fracture of the fiber-reinforced CPC specimens with 4 mm
PVA fibers (see Figure 4.2 and 4.3). In our previous work, using the micro-mechanical pull-
out test, the critical embedded length (𝑙c) of PVA fibers with 200 𝜇m diameter embedded in
a CPC matrix was 8 mm [71]. This implies that PVA fibers with 8 mm embedded length are
the longest fiber that can be pulled out from their surrounding CPC matrix without rupture.
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Figure 4.4: Typical force-displacement curve obtained during three-point bending test of a fiber-reinforced CPC
specimen (40 × 10 × 10 mm) containing 8 mm PVA fibers (𝑑𝑓 = 200 𝜇m).

This results in higher values of pull-out work, a longer interfacial frictional resistance phase
and thus more energy dissipation. Consequently, the fiber length is a prominent parameter
that can strongly affect the behavior of the post-peak regime and the efficiency of the inter-
facial properties in fiber-reinforced CPCs. Moreover, the presence of the fibers affected the
damage width and propagation pattern. Images of two representative samples after execu-
tion of the bending and tensile tests are shown in Figure 4.5. Compared to the rapid failure
induced by a narrow single macro-crack as observed in fiber-free CPC tests, we observed a
slower crack growth process and a wider damage width [73].

just to make space here
just to make space here
just to make space here

1 mm 1 mm

Figure 4.5: Two experimental fiber-reinforced CPC specimens after performing three-point bending test (left) and
tensile test (right), 𝑙𝑒 = 8 mm, 𝑑𝑓 = 200 𝜇m.

A summary of the obtained experimental results is reported in Table 4.1. In this table 𝑙𝑒
and 𝑑𝑓 are the fiber embedded length and fiber diameter, respectively. The fracture tough-
ness, bending strength, tensile strength, bending and tensile modulus are denoted as 𝐾IC,
𝑓𝑓𝑙, 𝑓𝑡𝑠, 𝐸𝑓𝑙 and 𝐸𝑡𝑠 respectively. The values of WOFb and WOFt represent the work of
fracture under bending and tensile loading, respectively.
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Fracture toughness (see Equation 4.1) is a quantitative parameter that expresses the ma-
terial’s resistance to crack propagation. Compared to the previously reported value of frac-
ture toughness for fiber-free CPC matrix of similar chemical composition (0.17 MPa m1/2),
PVA fibers were able to increase the fracture toughness of fiber-reinforced CPC matri-
ces during the crack initiation and growth around 9% for 4 mm fibers and 30% for 8 mm
fibers [73]. This low-fold increase might be related to sub-optimal fiber dimensions (low
fiber aspect ratio for effective reinforcement) which were necessary for this study to be able
to perform combined experimental and numerical analysis. Moreover, in comparison to
fiber-free CPC specimens, the work of fracture values were significantly enhanced [65, 73].
This means that more energy was dissipated during the fracture process of fiber-reinforced
specimens, due to the crack-bridging and fiber pull-out process.

The nano-CT images of specimens reinforced with 8 and 4 mm PVA fibers are presented
in Figure 4.6. The images show various side-views of different cross sections of specimens
after executing the mechanical tests. The light gray, dark gray and dark red colors represent
the CPC matrix, PVA fibers and fracture surface, respectively. The nano- and micro-pores
were homogeneously distributed over the specimens. PVA fibers were randomly distributed
with respect to locations and orientations. As depicted in Figure 4.6-b and c, the PVA fibers
bridged the macro-cracks and stopped the crack propagation process. In addition, as shown
in Figure 4.6-a and e, some of the PVA fibers near the damage zone were partially pulled
out from the matrix followed by continuation of crack propagation. By comparing the fiber
length of (partially) pulled out fibers in the nano-CT images and experimental specimens,
it was concluded that none of the PVA fibers ruptured during the fracture process and the
macro-crack mainly grew through the CPC matrix. This is in agreement with our micro-
mechanical pull-out study where a critical embedded length of 8 mm was observed for PVA
fibers [71]. Hence, the CPC matrix is considered as a homogeneous material, while the PVA
fibers are assumed as linear elastic material in the numerical studies described in Section 4.3.

To study the reliability of the measured material strength, Weibull modulus values were
calculated for each experimental group [84, 85]. The analysis was performed according to
the ASTM standard C1239 − 07 using the following equation [86]:

𝑙𝑛 (𝑙𝑛 ( 1
(1 − 𝑃𝑓))) = 𝑚 𝑙𝑛 ( 𝜎

𝜎0
) (4.5)

in which

𝑃𝑓 = 𝑖 − 0.5
𝑛 (4.6)

where 𝑃𝑓 and 𝑚 are the failure probability at stress 𝜎 and the Weibull modulus, respectively.
The value 𝜎0 is the characteristic stress at which 63% of the specimens fail [87]. This value
for specimens containing 8 and 4 mm embedded fibers was measured as 4.6 and 3.6 Mpa
for bending test, and 1.5 and 1.2 Mpa for the tensile test, respectively. The parameters 𝑛
and 𝑖 denote the total number of experimental specimens per experimental group and the
specimen rank in ascending order of failure stresses. The Weibull plots of the bending and
tensile strength of CPC matrix reinforced with 8 and 4 mm PVA fibers are presented in
Figure 4.7.

A summary of Weibull parameters are listed in Table 4.2. The correlation coefficient is
presented as 𝑅2.
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Figure 4.6: Nano-CT images of a CPC matrix reinforced with PVA fibers (a-d) with 𝑙e = 8 mm and 𝑑f = 200 𝜇m
and (e-h) with 𝑙e = 4 mm and 𝑑f = 200 𝜇m. Light gray, dark gray and dark red colors represent the CPC matrix,
PVA fibers and fracture surface, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Weibull plots of (a) bending strength and (b) tensile strength.

Table 4.2: A summary of Weibull parameters of bending and tensile strength

Type of test fiber embedded length Trend-line formula Weibull modulus (𝑚) 𝑅2

Three-point bending 8 mm 𝑦 = 10.7𝑥 + 0.2 10.7 0.92
Three-point bending 4 mm 𝑦 = 11.1𝑥 + 0.2 11.1 0.94

Tensile 8 mm 𝑦 = 8.1𝑥 + 4.6 8.1 0.90
Tensile 4 mm 𝑦 = 10.6𝑥 + 0.2 10.6 0.94
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As shown in Figure 4.7, the strength values for both three-point bending test and tensile
test are approximately Weibull distributed. The measured Weibull moduli (𝑚) for rein-
forced CPCs are higher compared to the Weibull moduli (𝑚) for fiber-free CPCs (9.7 for
bending and 3.6 for tensile tests), which indicates that the reliability of fiber-reinforced sam-
ples was higher [73]. Moreover, the reinforced CPCs containing 4 mm PVA fiber displayed
a higher Weibull modulus compared to CPCs reinforced containing 8 mm PVA fibers. This
phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the larger number of smaller fibers were more
uniformly distributed throughout the matrix and create a more homogeneous material.

4.3. Numerical modeling
In this section a gradient-enhanced damage model combined with a dimensionally-reduced
fiber model is described to characterize the failure response of FRCPC under bending and
tensile loading using finite element modeling. Herein, the main goal is to calibrate the nu-
merical model parameters according to the obtained experimental results and present a nu-
merical model that can be efficiently used to fully characterize the mechanical performance
of FRCPCs.

4.3.1. Constitutive relations
We employ the 3-D gradient-enhanced damage model to numerically represent the prop-
erties of CPC matrix, while the modeling of PVA fibers was performed by means of a
dimensionally-reduced fiber model. Furthermore, a three-phase traction separation law
(TSL) is employed to connect the matrix and fiber elements and represents the fiber-matrix
interface behaviour [71].

CPC matrix
To numerically model the properties of the CPC matrix, we used the implicit gradient-
enhanced damage model that was developed by Peerlings et al.[74]. This model solves
the pathological mesh dependence, which is inherently present in standard local damage
models. Herein, for small deformations, the rate form of stress-strain relation for the CPC
matrix reads as:

�̇�m = (1 − 𝐷)Hm ∶ ̇𝜀m (4.7)

where 𝜎m and 𝜀m are stress and strain tensor and Hm and 𝐷 represent the fourth-order elas-
ticity tensor and damage scalar variable, respectively. The damage parameter 𝐷 varies be-
tween 0 for fully intact material and 1 for fully failed material. In addition to the equilibrium
equation, the governing field equations include the diffusion equation (modified Helmholtz
equation) [88]:

̄𝑒 − 𝑐∇2 ̄𝑒 = ̃𝑒 (4.8)

where ∇⃗ is the gradient operator and ̄𝑒 and ̃𝑒 denote the non-local and local equivalent strain,
respectively. The constant 𝑐 is the material parameter (gradient parameter) of the dimension
material length scale (𝑙𝑚) square. The natural boundary condition is used as follows:

∇⃗ ̄𝑒. �⃗� = 0 (4.9)
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where �⃗� represents the unit outward normal. The damage parameter 𝐷 in Equation 4.7 is
an explicit function of history parameter 𝜅. The initial threshold of history parameter is 𝜅𝑖
and its evaluation according to the Kuhn-Tucker relations is defined as [89, 90]:

̄𝑒 − 𝜅 ≤ 0 , ̇𝜅( ̄𝑒 − 𝜅) = 0 , ̇𝜅 ≥ 0 (4.10)

The exponential damage evolution law is used to define the damage behavior [91, 92]:

𝐷(𝜅) = 1 − 𝜅𝑖
𝜅 ((1 − 𝛼) + 𝛼 exp(−𝛽(𝜅−𝜅𝑖))) (4.11)

in which 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the material parameters. The parameter 𝛽 corresponds to the rate of
damage growth. In order to determine the equivalent strain in Equation 4.8, the modified
von-Mises definition was employed [74]:

̃𝑒 = 𝑘 − 1
2𝑘(1 − 2𝜈)𝐼1 + ( 1

2𝑘 ( 𝑘 − 1
1 − 2𝜈 𝐼1)

2
+ 12𝑘

(1 + 𝜈)2 𝐽2)
1/2

(4.12)

where 𝐼1 and 𝐽2 are the first and second invariant of the strain tensor and deviatoric strain
tensor.

PVA fiber
According to the nano-CT observations, PVA fibers can be considered as linear elastic,
while the effect of fiber surface fibrillation during the pull-out process was assumed negli-
gible and was therefore ignored [71]. This can be also explained by the fact that the fiber
length does not exceed the fiber critical embedded length (𝑙e ≤ 𝑙c) and therefore the pull-out
process occurs without fiber rupture. Hence, the stress-strain relation for the PVA fibers is
isotropically linear elastic and can be generally defined as:

𝜎f = Hf ∶ 𝜀f (4.13)

where Hf is the elastic stiffness tensor of a PVA fiber and 𝜎f and 𝜀f are the stress and strain
tensor.

Interface between PVA fiber and CPC matrix
To introduce the interfacial properties between the PVA fibers and CPC matrix, we em-
ployed zero-thickness interface elements with a constitutive traction separation law (TSL).
The interfacial traction tc along the fiber is a function of the displacement jump:

̇tc = T[[u̇int]] (4.14)

where T and [[u̇int]] are the cohesive tangent matrix and the rate form of displacement jump
in local coordinate system attached to the interface surface. The cohesive tangent matrix T
can be written in matrix form as:

T = ⎡⎢
⎣

Ts 0 0
0 Tt 0
0 0 Tn

⎤⎥
⎦

(4.15)
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where Ts, Tt and Tn are the shear and normal stiffnesses of the interface. Herein, we only
consider the fiber slip along the fiber axis direction, thereby the values of Tt and Tn, stiff-
nesses of the interface in the direction normal and perpendicular to the interface surface and
fiber axis, are set artificially high to prevent the interface separation in those directions. The
displacement jump denote the slip between fiber and matrix 𝑠 in tangential direction. The
precise form of the interface tangential stiffness Ts = 𝜕tc/𝜕𝑠 depends on the TSL used. In
our previous work [71], we performed micromechanical pull-out experiments to investigate
the affinity between the PVA fibers and the CPC matrix. As a result, we proposed the use
of a three-phase TSL to numerically model the complete pull-out process i.e. the elastic,
debonding and frictional pull-out phases. According to the three-phase TSL formulation,
the bond stress-slip relation reads as:

tc(𝑠) =

⎧{{{{
⎨{{{{⎩

𝐺𝑠 0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠0

𝜏max exp(𝑠0 − 𝑠
𝑑f 𝛾0

) 𝑠0 ≤ 𝑠 ≤ 𝑠1

𝑑f (𝛾2(𝑠 − 𝑠1)2 + 𝛾1(𝑠 − 𝑠1)) + 𝜏max exp(𝑠0 − 𝑠1
𝑑f 𝛾0

) 𝑠 > 𝑠1

(4.16)

in which 𝐺 represents the corresponding relative bond modulus and 𝛾0, 𝛾1, and 𝛾2 denote
the parameters controlling the descending and ascending branches in the debonding and fric-
tional stages. The starting point of the debonding phase and the sliding phase are presented
as 𝑠0 and 𝑠1, respectively (see [71] for more details).

4.3.2. Weak form of governing equations
The weak forms of equilibrium and diffusion equations ruling the deformation and failure
processes of a fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cement specimen are presented below.
The principle of virtual work in a domain Ω with the boundaries Γ of the domain can be
described as follows (see Figure 4.8):

𝛿𝑊 m⎵
matrix

+ 𝛿𝑊 f⎵
fiber

+ 𝛿𝑊 int⎵
interface

= 𝛿𝑊 ext⎵
external forces

(4.17)

with

𝛿𝑊 m = ∫
Ωm

∇s𝛿um ∶ 𝜎m dΩm (4.18)

𝛿𝑊 f = ∫
Ωf

∇s𝛿uf ∶ 𝜎f dΩf (4.19)

𝛿𝑊 intf = ∫
Γint

𝛿[[uint]] . tc dΓint (4.20)
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Figure 4.8: Problem domain Ω and boundary Γ.

𝛿𝑊 ext = ∫
Ω

𝛿u . fb dΩ + ∫
Γt

𝛿u . ̄t dΓt (4.21)

in which, 𝛿u is the virtual displacement applied over the Dirichlet boundary Γu and the
traction ̄t imposed over the Neumann boundary Γt (Γ = Γu ∪ Γt). The body force vector is
presented as fb and ∇𝑠 is the symmetric gradient operator. The virtual displacement vectors
over the body domain Ω = Ωm ∪ Ωf for matrix and fiber are denoted as 𝛿um and 𝛿uf,
respectively. The displacement jump and interfacial tractions are defined over Γint which
corresponds to the interface surface of all embedded fibers [75, 93]. The weak form of the
diffusion equation (see Equation 4.8) can be formulated as:

∫
Ωm

(𝛿 ̄𝑒 ̄𝑒 + 𝑐 (∇𝛿 ̄𝑒)T ∇ ̄𝑒) dΩm = ∫
Ωm

𝛿 ̄𝑒 ̃𝑒 dΩm (4.22)

Equation 4.17 and 4.22 form the governing system of coupled set of partial differential
equations. In following, the general form of the global system of equations for the finite
element implementation is described.

4.3.3. Spatial discretization
Following the Galerkin approach, the displacement vector for matrix um and fiber uf and
the nonlocal equivalent strain ̄e can be discretized by means of shape functions as:

um = Nm u
̃m

uf = Nf ũf
̄𝑒 = Ne ̄e

̃
(4.23)

where matrix Nm, Nf and row vector Ne contain the shape functions for the displacement
fields and the non-local equivalent strains. Moreover, u

̃m
, u

̃f
and ̄e

̃
represent the nodal de-

grees of freedom of the matrix and fiber displacement components and the nonlocal equiv-
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alent strains, respectively. For each interface element the displacement jump can be deter-
mined as:

[[u̇int]] = ANintu̇
g
int (4.24)

where A and ug
int = [u

̃f,1
,u

̃f,2
,u

̃m,1,u
̃m,2, ..., u

̃m,n] are the rotation matrix from the global to
the local coordinate system and the displacement vector for fiber and matrix in the global
coordinate system, respectively. The nodal displacements of one-dimensional fiber element
are defined as u

̃f,1
and u

̃f,2
(node 1 and 2) and u

̃m.n correspond to the displacement at node
𝑛 of the parent matrix element. Moreover, Nint = [Nint,f,Nint,m] denotes the shape functions
of the interface elements, in which:

Nint,f =
Nf,1 0 0 Nf,2 0 0
0 Nf,1 0 0 Nf,2 0
0 0 Nf,1 0 0 Nf,2

⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(4.25)

Nint,m =
Nm,1 0 0 … Nm,n 0 0

0 Nm,1 0 … 0 Nm,n 0
0 0 Nm,1 … 0 0 Nm,n

⎡
⎢⎢⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥⎥⎥
⎦

(4.26)

where Nf,1 and Nf,2 are the shape functions of one-dimensional fiber element (node 1 and 2)
and Nm,n is the shape function at node 𝑛 of the parent matrix element [75]. Differentiation
of Equation 4.23 leads to the strain components and gradient of non-local equivalent strain:

𝜀m = Bm u
̃m

𝜀f = Bf ũf
∇ ̄𝑒 = Be ̄e

̃
(4.27)

where Bm, Bf and Be contain the derivatives of the shape functions Nm, Nf and Ne, respec-
tively.

4.3.4. Linearization and the incremental-iterative solution pro-
cedure

The next step consists of the linearization of the governing equations to construct a consistent
incremental-iterative Newton-Raphson solution procedure. In this regard, linearization at
iteration 𝑖 + 1 at the nodal level leads to:

u
̃
𝑖+1
m = u

̃
𝑖
m + Δu

̃
𝑖+1
m u

̃
𝑖+1
f = u

̃
𝑖
f + Δu

̃
𝑖+1
f ̄e

̃
𝑖+1 = ̄e

̃
𝑖 + Δ ̄e

̃
𝑖+1 (4.28)

and at integration point level we have:

𝜀𝑖+1
m = 𝜀𝑖

m + Δ𝜀𝑖+1
m 𝜀𝑖+1

f = 𝜀𝑖
f + Δ𝜀𝑖+1

f

𝜎𝑖+1
m = 𝜎𝑖

m + Δ𝜎𝑖+1
m 𝜎𝑖+1

f = 𝜎𝑖
f + Δ𝜎𝑖+1

f

𝐷𝑖+1 = 𝐷𝑖 + Δ𝐷𝑖+1 ̃𝑒𝑖+1 = ̃𝑒𝑖 + Δ ̃𝑒𝑖+1
(4.29)
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in which,

Δ𝜀𝑖+1
m = Bm Δu

̃
𝑖+1
m Δ𝜀𝑖+1

f = Bf Δu
̃
𝑖+1
f

Δ𝜎𝑖+1
m = (1 − 𝐷𝑖)HmBmΔ

̃
u𝑖+1

m − Hm𝜀𝑖
mΔ𝐷𝑖+1 Δ𝜎𝑖+1

f = HfBfΔ
̃
u𝑖+1

f

Δ𝐷𝑖+1 = [𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝜅 ]

𝑖
[𝜕𝜅

𝜕 ̄𝑒 ]
𝑖
NeΔ ̄e

̃
𝑖+1 Δ ̃𝑒𝑖+1 = [ 𝜕 ̃𝑒

𝜕𝜀m
]

𝑖
Bm Δu

̃
𝑖+1
m

(4.30)

where Δ represent the iterative increment between iteration 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1. In Equation 4.30,
the relation between the history parameter 𝜅 and ̄𝑒 (𝜕𝜅/𝜕 ̄𝑒) is equal to 1 when ̄𝑒 > 𝜅0 and
0 otherwise. Herein, 𝜅0 denotes the the converged value of the history parameter in the
previous increment. The set of governing equations 4.17 and 4.22 at iteration 𝑖 + 1 can be
expressed as:

Δf 𝑖+1
int = fext − f 𝑖

int (4.31)

Δf 𝑖+1
int,e = fext,e − f 𝑖

int,e (4.32)

where fext and fint denote the customary discrete balance of external and internal nodal forces,
respectively. Similar expressions are used for the fext,e, fint,e in diffusion equation for clarity
(fext,e = 0). Substitution of expressions 4.29 and 4.30 into Equation 4.31 and 4.32 and
following the standard linearization procedure gives (more details can be found in [74, 75,
94]):

∫
Ωm

BT
m (1 − 𝐷 𝑖)HmBm Δu

̃
𝑖+1
m dΩm − ∫

Ωm

[𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝜅 ]

𝑖
[𝜕𝜅

𝜕 ̄𝑒 ]
𝑖
BT

mHm𝜀 𝑖
mNeΔ ̄e

̃
𝑖+1 dΩm+

∫
Ωf

BT
f 𝜎 𝑖

f Δu
̃
𝑖+1
f dΩf + ∫

Γint

ATNT
intt

𝑖
c Δ[[uint]] 𝑖+1 dΓint = fext − f 𝑖

int

(4.33)

∫
Ω

(NT
eNe + 𝑐BT

eBe) Δ ̄e
̃
𝑖+1 dΩ − ∫

Ωm

NT
e [ 𝜕 ̃𝑒

𝜕𝜀m
]

T 𝑖

Bm Δu
̃
𝑖+1
m dΩm = −f 𝑖

int,e (4.34)

The last step to construct the global system of equations, is introducing the stiffness matrices
to rephrase the set of governing equations into a compact matrix form.

Matrix
Considering the terms related to the CPC matrix in Equation 4.33 and 4.34, following stiff-
ness matrices can be introduced [89]:

Kmm = ∫
Ωm

BT
m (1 − 𝐷 𝑖)HmBm dΩm (4.35)
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Kme = − ∫
Ωm

[𝜕𝐷
𝜕𝜅 ]

𝑖
[𝜕𝜅

𝜕 ̄𝑒 ]
𝑖
BT

mHm𝜀 𝑖
mNe dΩm (4.36)

Kem = − ∫
Ωm

NT
e [ 𝜕 ̃𝑒

𝜕𝜀m
]

T 𝑖

Bm dΩm (4.37)

Kee = ∫
Ω

(NT
eNe + 𝑐BT

eBe) dΩ (4.38)

Fiber
According to the dimensionally-reduced fiber model, all PVA fibers were considered as
one dimensional objects that can transfer the load only in axial direction. Fiber coupling
is ignored for simplicity. In addition, since the fibers are discretized with 1-D elements,
overlap of fibers is not considered. This idealization of fibers helps to drastically reduce
the computational cost during the numerical simulations compared to the conformal finite
element approach, however, still six extra degree of freedom per fiber element are added.
The validity of the dimensionally-reduced fiber model compared to a conforming 3-D fiber
mesh is discussed in detail in [75]. Using the dimensionally-reduced fiber model, the PVA
fiber discretization is independent from the CPC matrix discretization and, moreover, there
are no constraints on the number of PVA fibers that intersect a CPC matrix element. This
simplifies the mesh discretization process. The PVA fibers are discretized using typical
two-noded 3-D truss element in which each node has three global degrees of freedom. To
simplify the calculation process of stiffness matrix for matrix elements that are crossed by
fibers, the matrix contribution is calculated over the total volume of the element. Therefore
an effective Young’s modulus is used to generate the fiber stiffness matrix and cancel out
the already computed matrix contribution in the fiber region. The stiffness matrix for each
fiber element is given by [95]:

Kf = (𝐸f − 𝐸m) 𝐴f
Le

f

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

𝐶2
𝑥 𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑦 𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑧 −𝐶2

𝑥 −𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑦 −𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑧

𝐶2
𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝐶𝑧 −𝐶𝑦𝐶𝑥 −𝐶2

𝑦 −𝐶𝑦𝐶𝑧

𝐶2
𝑧 −𝐶𝑧𝐶𝑥 −𝐶𝑧𝐶𝑦 −𝐶2

𝑧

𝐶2
𝑥 𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑦 𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑧

𝐶2
𝑦 𝐶𝑦𝐶𝑧

symmetry 𝐶2
𝑧

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.39)

where 𝐸f, 𝐸m, 𝐴f and Le
f denote the fiber and matrix Young’s moduli, fiber cross section

area and fiber element length, respectively. Using the node coordinates, the cosines can be
defined as:

𝐶𝑥 = 𝑥2 − 𝑥1
Le

f
𝐶𝑦 = 𝑦2 − 𝑦1

Le
f

𝐶𝑧 = 𝑧2 − 𝑧1
Le

f
(4.40)
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in which the global coordinate of fiber element ends are defined as (𝑥1, 𝑦1, 𝑧1) and (𝑥2, 𝑦2, 𝑧2).

Fiber-matrix interface
The cohesive tangent stiffness matrix for a given interface element between PVA fiber and
CPC matrix can be formulated as [75, 94]:

Kint = [ Kint,mm −Kint,mf
−Kint,fm Kint,ff

] (4.41)

with

Kint,mm = ∫
Γint

NT
int, mA

TTANint, m dΓint (4.42)

Kint,mf = ∫
Γint

NT
int, mA

TTANint, f dΓint (4.43)

Kint,fm = ∫
Γint

NT
int, fA

TTANint, m dΓint (4.44)

Kint,ff = ∫
Γint

NT
int, fA

TTANint, f dΓint (4.45)

and

dΓint = 𝐶f dLe
f (4.46)

Considering fibers as one-dimensional objects, for each sub-matrix in Equation 4.41,
the integration was computed over the length of interface element Le

f (equal to fiber element
length) and multiplied by 𝐶f that denotes the fiber cross-section circumference.

4.3.5. Global system of equations
By assembling all sub-matrices introduced in previous sections, the global structure of cou-
pled system of equations can be written as:

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

K
′
mm K1

mf K2
mf … K𝑛

mf Kme
K1

fm K1
ff 0 … 0 0

K2
fm 0 K2

ff … 0 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮ ⋮

K𝑛
fm 0 0 … K𝑛

ff 0
Kem 0 0 … 0 Kee

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

ΔũmΔũ
1
f

Δũ
2
f

⋮
Δũ

𝑛
f

Δe ̃

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

=

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fext
0
0
⋮
0
0

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

−

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

fint, m
f1int, f
f2int, f

⋮
fnint, f
fint, e

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(4.47)
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in which, K
′
mm = Kmm + Kint,mm, Kmf = Kint,mf, Kfm = Kint,mf, Kff = Kint,ff + Kf and:

fext = ∫
Ω

NT
mfb dΩ + ∫

Γt

NT
m ̄t dΓt (4.48)

fint,m = ∫
Ωm

BT
m𝜎 𝑖

m dΩm + 𝐶f ∫
Le

f

NT
int, mA

TTANint, m u
̃
mdLe

f −

𝐶f ∫
Le

f

NT
int, mA

TTANint, f u
̃
fdLe

f

(4.49)

fint,f = −𝐶f ∫
Le

f

NT
int, fA

TTANint, m u
̃
mdLe

f + 𝐶f ∫
Le

f

NT
int, fA

TTANint, f u
̃
fdLe

f +

∫
Ωf

BT
f 𝜎 𝑖

f dΩf

(4.50)

fint,e = ∫
Ω

(NT
eNe + 𝑐BT

eBe) ̄e
̃
𝑖 dΩ − ∫

Ω

NT
e ̃𝑒 𝑖 dΩ (4.51)

where the contribution of interface stiffness is shared between fiber and matrix degree of
freedom. Equation 4.47 is solved using an implicit Newton-Raphson scheme. In each iter-
ation, the system of equations around the approximate solution calculated in the previous
iteration is linearized and solved to compute a new approximation of the solution. This
procedure is repeated until convergence of the solution is reached. Herein, the iteration su-
perscript 𝑖 + 1 and 𝑖 related to the implicit Newton-Raphson solver are omitted for clarity.
The proposed numerical model for solving this non-linear system of governing equations
is coded in the research-oriented C++ programming toolkit named Jive [96]. In the next
section, the results of the numerical simulations are presented and the model is validated
against the experimental results.

4.3.6. Results and discussion
A 3-D FE model was developed to numerically study the failure process of fiber-reinforced
calcium phosphate cements under three-point bending test and tensile test. A 3-D model rep-
resents the fiber distribution in the CPC discretization more realistically despite the fact that
it is computationally more costly compared to a two-dimensional (2-D) numerical frame-
work.

In all numerical simulations the CPC matrix was discretized by tetrahedral continuum
elements and truss elements were used to discretize the PVA fibers. The PVA fibers re-
main elastic and will not break during the pull-out process. Moreover, the zero-thickness
interface elements with a three-phase TSL were incorporated into the model to represent
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the interfacial properties between the PVA fibers and CPC matrix. The problem boundary
conditions were enforced as illustrated in Figure 4.1. For the three-point bending test, the
specimen is subjected to a prescribed displacement at mid-span, the left supporting pin is
fixed and the right pin is constrained in y- and z-directions. For the tensile test, the specimen
is subjected to axial tensile loading while the bottom edge of the specimen is fixed.

To mimic the effects of PVA fibers being randomly distributed during the experimental
tests, the PVA fibers with uniform fiber density distribution are arbitrary distributed in the
CPC matrix discretization. For each numerical simulation, two random fiber distribution
were considered. Furthermore, to achieve an accurate measurement of the stress profile over
the vicinity of notches where the crack initiation and damage propagation are expected, we
discretized this area with a finer mesh discretization compared to the rest of the structure.

The mesh discretization for both three-point bending and tensile tests of fiber-reinforced
calcium phosphate cement specimens with two random PVA fiber distributions and two dif-
ferent fiber lengths (𝑙𝑒 = 8 and 4 mm) and diameter 𝑑𝑓 = 200 𝜇m are depicted in Figure 4.9
and 4.10, respectively, where h represents the element size in the refined region. In these
figures, for clarity, just the outline and half of the matrix are illustrated for the first and
second fibers distribution, respectively. Moreover, to show the differences, both fiber dis-
tributions, black and red lines, are depicted on top of each other (2-D view) for both bending
and tensile simulations (see parts e and f in Figure 4.9 and 4.10).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.9: Mesh discretization and fiber distributions of the three-point bending test (a, b) and the tensile test
(c, d). Both random fiber distributions, black and red lines, are shown in (e) for the three-point bending test and
(f) for the tensile test (notched rectangular FRCPC specimens 40 × 10 × 10 mm with PVA fibers 𝑙f = 8 mm,
𝑑f = 200 𝜇m and h = 0.05 mm).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 4.10: Mesh discretization and fiber distributions of the three-point bending test (a, b) and the tensile test
(c, d). Both random fiber distributions, black and red lines, are shown in (e) for the three-point bending test and
(f) for the tensile test (notched rectangular FRCPC specimens 40 × 10 × 10 mm with PVA fibers 𝑙f = 4 mm,
𝑑f = 200 𝜇m and h = 0.05 mm).

The numerical force-displacement curves for three-point bending and tensile tests of
fiber-reinforced CPC with two random PVA fiber distributions and two different fiber em-
bedded lengths (𝑙𝑒 = 8 and 4 mm) together with the corresponding experimental results are
plotted in Figure 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. We selected the three-point bending test for
calibration purposes due to the more stable and controlled crack propagation during failure
as compared to tensile testing [73]. In this regard the numerical model parameters were
tuned in order to interpolate the average of maximum force and the displacement at peak
load of three-point bending tests (black point in Figure 4.11-a and 4.12-a) as closely as pos-
sible. The same set of calibrated parameters was used to predict the mechanical response
of the fiber-reinforced CPC under the tensile tests. A B-spline interpolation technique was
used to find a representative average curve for each set of experiments (dashed red lines
in Figure 4.11 and 4.12) and this is compared with the numerical model.

The numerical simulations were performed with damage threshold 𝜅𝑖 = 0.0035, gradi-
ent parameter 𝑐 = 0.02 mm2, Poisson’s ratio for matrix and fibers 𝜈 = 0.2 and 𝑘 = 18 in the
modified von-Mises definition (see Equation 4.12) [73]. The damage evolution variables 𝛼
and 𝛽 in Equation 4.11 are set as 0.9 and 80, respectively. Moreover, the set of parameters
for the interfacial traction separation law were employed according to the tuned parameters
obtained from micro-mechanical pull-out tests presented in [71].

The numerical results fit within the experimental envelope. This evidences that the
proposed numerical model can reliably represent the bending and tensile responses of fiber-
reinforced CPCs. The numerical results of both fiber distributions for each three-point bend-
ing and tensile simulations are relatively similar. Small differences, mainly in the post peak
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Figure 4.11: Force-displacement curves of (a) the three-point bending test and (b) the tensile test on rectangular
FRCPC specimens (40 × 10 × 10 mm) with 8 mm PVA fibers.
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Figure 4.12: Force-displacement curves of (a) the three-point bending test and (b) the tensile test on rectangular
FRCPC specimens (40 × 10 × 10 mm) with 4 mm PVA fibers.

regime, are related to the random fiber locations and therefore to a different level of fiber
pull-out that occurs within the damage zone. The damage profile for the three-point bending
test and the tensile tests of CPC matrix reinforced by PVA fibers with diameters of 200 𝜇m
and embedded lengths of 8 and 4 mm are presented in Figure 4.13 and 4.14. The damage
profiles of both random fiber distributions for the three-point bending test and the tensile
tests were almost identical. Therefore, the damage profiles of the first random fiber distri-
bution are presented as representative illustrations.

For both three-point bending and tensile tests of fiber-reinforced CPCs, the damage pro-
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: The fully damaged profile for (a) three-point bending test and (b) tensile test (notched rectangular
FRCPC specimens 40 × 10 × 10 mm with PVA fibers 𝑙f = 8 mm and 𝑑f = 200 𝜇m).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.14: The fully damaged profile for (a) three-point bending test and (b) tensile test (notched rectangular
FRCPC specimens 40 × 10 × 10 mm with PVA fibers 𝑙f = 4 mm and 𝑑f = 200 𝜇m).

files are wider compared to the fiber-free CPCs [73]. This was also observed experimentally
by comparing the fracture surface of specimens after execution of the tests. For fiber-free
CPCs, a narrow and localized single macro-crack with a smooth fracture surface was de-
tected, whereas for fiber-reinforced CPCs a relatively wider and expanded crack with a
tortuous fracture surface was observed (see also Figure 4.5). In addition, the damage pro-
file of the CPC matrix reinforced by PVA fibers with an embedded length of 8 mm is wider
compared to those reinforced with a fiber embedded length of 4 mm (see Figure 4.13 and
4.14). Due to the crack-bridging process, the crack can zip along the fibers and more frac-
ture energy can be dissipated as a result of fiber pull-out. This can lead to a wider damage
zone, larger values of work of fracture, and a more stable failure process.

Another parameter that can affect the width of the damage band is the material length
scale, which is related to the average size of coalesced pores and material micro-structure
imperfections and its effect was introduced by gradient parameter 𝑐 in the diffusion equa-
tion to the system of governing equations. The effect of this parameter for CPC matrix is
studied in our previous work [73]. In fact, the gradient parameter 𝑐 in Equation 4.8 ad-
justs the width of the damage band. Higher values of the gradient parameter correspond to a
larger size of micro-structural voids and imperfections that lead to a wider localization zone.
Furthermore, the material parameter 𝛽 in the damage evolution law (Equation 4.11) deter-
mines the crack propagation rate and lower values of 𝛽 results in a slower crack propagation
and consequently a more ductile failure response. The improved mechanical properties of
reinforced composites are attributed to the higher number of interfaces, thereby increas-
ing the number of channels for crack propagation. In addition, the formation of additional
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microstructural defects produced by immature fiber-matrix interfaces facilitates crack de-
flection which leads to enhanced fracture energy dissipation and prevents the composite
from catastrophic failure. Hence, to mimic the wider damage band and more stable dam-
age growth that was experimentally observed for fiber-reinforced CPC, we selected a larger
material length scale 𝑐 and lower material parameter 𝛽 for our simulations compared to our
previous study on fiber-free CPCs [73].

The good agreement between the numerical results and the experimental envelope evi-
dences that the proposed combined numerical model can be reliably applied to further inves-
tigations on FRCPCs and replace the tedious experimental trial–and–error design procedures
that are commonly used in biomaterials science and engineering.

4.4. Conclusions
In this work, the mechanical response of a CPC matrix reinforced by PVA fibers subjected
to bending and tensile loading was investigated both experimentally and numerically. To
develop a comprehensive numerical model, we proposed the use of 3-D gradient enhanced
damage model combined with a dimensionally reduced fiber model to numerically char-
acterize the failure behavior of a fiber-reinforced CPC matrix. The PVA fibers are ideal-
ized as one-dimensional objects which drastically reduced the computational cost during
the numerical simulations compared to the conformal finite element approach. Moreover,
an advanced traction constitutive law is employed to represent the fiber-matrix interfacial
properties. We tuned the parameters of the novel combined numerical model according to
the average of experimental data and showed that the proposed model is able to predict the
failure response of a fiber-reinforced CPC matrix under bending and tensile loading with
good accuracy. We showed that the PVA fiber embedded length is a key parameter that can
affect the amount of fracture energy dissipation, damage zone and stability of failure pro-
cess. We argue that the proposed combined numerical model can be employed with a good
approximation for further studies on the development and optimization of fiber-reinforced
CPCs.
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5
Summary, concluding
remarks and outlook

Since their discovery in the 1980s, injectable self-setting calcium phosphate cements (CPCs)
are frequently used in orthopedic, oral and maxillofacial surgery due to their chemical re-
semblance to the mineral phase of native bone. However, these cements are very brittle,
which complicates their application in load-bearing anatomical sites. Polymeric fibers such
as PVA fibers can be used to transform brittle calcium phosphate cements into ductile, load-
bearing biomaterials. To understand and optimize this process of fiber reinforcement, it is
essential to investigate the three main phases of fiber-reinforced CPCs in detail. To this
end, the main aim of this thesis was to study all these phases and present a comprehensive
combined experimental-numerical framework to investigate the failure behavior of CPC
matrices reinforced with PVA fibers under clinically relevant loading scenarios.

5.1. Summary
To understand and optimize the mechanical properties of PVA fiber-reinforced CPCs, it
is indispensable to first obtain fundamental understanding of the mechanical properties of
fiber-free calcium phosphate cement matrices under different types of loading. In Chapter
2, the mechanical response of CPC matrices under tensile and bending loading was studied
using a combined experimental–numerical approach. To this end, a 3D gradient-enhanced
damage model [1] was developed in a finite element (FE) framework, and numerical re-
sults were correlated to experimental three-point bending and tensile tests to characterize
the mechanical properties of CPCs in full detail. In this chapter, an experimental protocol
was developed to perform bending and tensile tests for CPCs and the failure probability of
bending and tensile tests for CPCs were calculated using a Weibull analysis [2]. The pre-
sented numerical model was successfully validated against experimental results and it was
shown that the gradient-enhanced damage model can be potentially used as a robust and
objective numerical model with respect to FE mesh discretization to study the mechanical
performance and failure behavior of CPCs. This chapter offers a solid basis for further de-
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velopment of an integral computational model for analysis of the mechanical performance
of fiber-reinforced CPCs in subsequent chapters of this thesis [2]. However, to be able to
mimic the experimentally observed crack pattern, a narrow and single macro-crack for both
bending and tensile tests, we needed to set the gradient parameter sufficiently small to have
a numerically narrow damage band. This led us to use a very fine mesh discretization during
the numerical simulations, thereby creating a large number of degrees of freedom and a com-
putationally expensive model. Therefore, the idea of using an advanced fiber discretization
approach (Chapter 4) was motivated by the need of developing a computationally efficient
model when studying the fiber-reinforced CPC matrices (FRCPCs).

Reinforcement of CPCs with polymeric fibers composed of e.g. PVA fibers can over-
come the brittleness of CPCs provided that the affinity between these fibers and the sur-
rounding matrix is optimal. To date, however, the effects of the fiber-matrix affinity on the
mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced calcium phosphate cements are still poorly under-
stood. In Chapter 3, the affinity between PVA fibers and the CPC matrix was studied by
means of micromechanical single-fiber pull-out tests. Using a novel experimental protocol,
the critical embedded length for PVA fibers with two different diameters was determined
and the work of pull-out was correlated to the embedded length. A numerical FE model
including a distinct representation of fiber, matrix and interface with a predictive interfacial
constitutive law was constructed and model parameters were validated according to the ex-
perimental results. The presented interfacial constitutive law in this chapter, referred to as a
three-phase traction separation law, was able to predict all three main phases of single-fiber
pull-out, i.e., the elastic, debonding and frictional stages. The resulting interfacial constitu-
tive law was validated experimentally and used for the prediction of the pull-out response of
fibers with different diameters and embedded lengths. This calibrated constitutive law was
employed as input for the final computational model, described in Chapter 4, to represent
the fiber-matrix interfacial properties for material characterization of FRCPCs [3].

In Chapter 4, the models developed previously for the CPC matrix (Chapter 2) and the
interface interaction between PVA fiber and CPC matrix (Chapter 3) were combined into an
integrated approach based on a dimensionally-reduced fiber model [4] to construct a com-
plete computational framework for material characterization of fiber-reinforced CPCs un-
der bending and tensile loading [5]. In the proposed model, crack propagation and damage
behavior of the fiber-free CPC matrix were numerically modeled using the 3D gradient-
enhanced damage model [1] presented in Chapter 2. Moreover, PVA fibers were assumed
as one-dimensional linear elastic material, where their slippage is considered only in the ax-
ial direction and modeled using the dimensionally-reduced fiber model [4]. This approach
drastically reduced the computational cost during the numerical analysis. In comparison to
the fiber-free CPC matrix, a wider damage profile and slower crack propagation rate were
observed experimentally when performing the bending and tensile tests of FRCPCs. In fact,
for fiber-free CPC matrix a narrow and localized macro-crack with a smooth fracture surface
and rapid propagation rate was experimentally observed (see Chapter 2), while for FRCPCs
a relatively slower crack propagation process occurred and a tortuous fracture surface with
a wider damage band was detected. This was expected due to the crack-bridging role of
reinforcement PVA fibers that leads to a crack propagation along the fiber-matrix interface
and consequently to more fracture energy dissipation. Therefore, to mimic the failure pat-
tern that was observed experimentally for FRCPCs, we somewhat tweaked the gradient pa-
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rameter (𝑐) and softening parameter (𝛽), describing the damage width and damage growth
rate respectively, compared to the model parameters derived for CPC matrix in Chapter 2.
The numerical results were validated against the average of experimental data obtained by
performing the three-point bending and direct tensile tests for FRCPC specimens. The de-
veloped model offers a firm basis for further investigations on the development of numerical
and experimental analysis of fiber-reinforced bone cements.

5.2. Concluding remarks and outlook
The proposed experimental and numerical models presented in this dissertation are a step
forward towards improving and optimizing the mechanical properties of FRCPCs and ex-
pand their clinical applicability as novel bioceramic cements with load-bearing capacity.
However, the models presented herein should be developed and refined further in future
studies. The following suggestions can be considered for further development of more ad-
vanced models:

Cyclic loading scenarios
The presented experimental and numerical models in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 of this thesis are
developed for static loading scenarios only. In vivo, different loading scenarios like high
rate loading and cyclic loading occur. Consequently, the response of FRCPCs to fatigue
and impact loading are clinically highly relevant. These analyses can help to understand the
failure mechanisms and outline ways to improve reinforcement of CPCs. However, both
fatigue and impact performance of FRCPCs are poorly investigated in literature and only
few studies on this research topic have been reported so far [6–10]. Extension of the cur-
rent models to dynamic loading scenarios would lead to a general modeling framework that
can mimic clinical application of FRCPCs for orthopedic and dental surgery more realis-
tically. In this regard, it is essential to study the mechanical properties of all three phases
of FRCPCs (i.e. CPC matrix, fiber-matrix interfacial strength and dispersed fibers) under
dynamic loading both numerically and experimentally [11].

Fiber-matrix interface
In Chapter 3, the effects of the fiber surface fibrillation and chemical reactions between PVA
fibers and the CPC matrix during the debonding phase of fiber pull-out are implemented in
the traction separation law through the constant numerical model parameters. Future work
should focus on the role of fiber surface coating on pull-out response resulting from chemical
debonding between PVA fibers and CPC matrix. Such a strategy would enable derivation of
a formula for an interfacial constitutive law where the chemical and mechanical parameters
can be separately implemented and individually investigated.

Fiber modeling
In the final numerical model presented in Chapter 4, the PVA fibers are assumed as one-
dimensional objects that can transfer the load only in axial direction. This implies that
fiber reactions in the direction normal to the interface surface and fiber axis are ignored.
Therefore, extension of the developed traction separation laws in Chapter 3 for normal di-
rections to the interface surface would lead to a more realistic representation of fibers and
fiber-matrix interfacial properties into the numerical model.
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Moreover, physical interactions between fibers were ignored in the current thesis (Chap-
ter 4) since it was assumed that all fibers are homogeneously dispersed throughout the ce-
ment matrix. Consequently, the effects of fiber coupling and fiber entanglement junctions
are ignored. Fiber entanglement is usually caused by bending and non-uniform fiber dis-
tribution. This can result in formation of hooks and fiber bundles that can affect the fiber-
matrix interfacial properties and mechanical properties of fiber-reinforced composites [12].
Future work should focus on interactions between fibers in order to show how physical in-
teractions between fibers and their non-uniform distribution can affect the failure process
of fiber-reinforced CPCs.

Parameter calibration
For FRCPCs, more fracture energy can be dissipated as a result of fiber pull-out during the
bending and tensile tests due to the crack-bridging process. As described in Chapter 4, this
resulted in a relatively wide damage zone, a tortuous fracture surface, larger values of work
of fracture, and a more stable failure process compared to the fiber-free CPCs. To numeri-
cally mimic this experimentally observed failure pattern, the model parameters responsible
for the damage width and damage growth rate were tweaked compared to the parameters
derived for fiber-free CPCs in Chapter 2. Future work should focus on the calibration pro-
cess of model parameters (matrix and interface parameters) to show how tuning of these
parameters can affect the damage propagation profile and failure pattern of the material.

Computational efficiency
As discussed in Chapter 2 and 4, the presented numerical models are costly from a com-
putational point of view. Computational efficiency of these models can be improved us-
ing different numerical approaches. For instance, it was shown that model order reduction
techniques can be effectively used to reduce the computational cost of complex numerical
simulations [13]. Multi-scale methods [14, 15] can be employed to accelerate the numeri-
cal simulations, in which the large scale behavior of the structure can be captured without
resolving all the small scale features (e.g. solving the micro-structural scale over the area
where the crack initiation and damage propagation are expected). In addition, neural net-
work approaches can be employed to facilitate the parameter fitting and calibration process
described in Chapter 3 and 4 where the numerical model parameters were tuned to find the
best fitted curves according to the average of experimental results [16].
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6
Samenvatting,

slotopmerkingen en
vooruitzicht

Sinds hun uitvinding in de jaren tachtig worden injecteerbare en zelfhardende calciumfosfaat
cementen (CPC’s) gebruikt in de orthopedie en tandheelkunde vanwege hun chemische geli-
jkenis met de minerale fase van botten en tanden. Deze cementen zijn echter erg bros, wat
hun toepasbaarheid voor lastdragende situaties beperkt. Polymere vezels zoals poly(vinyl
alcohol (PVA) vezels kunnen worden toegepast om brosse calciumfosfaat cementen te trans-
formeren naar taaie lastdragende biomaterialen. Om het proces van vezelversterking te be-
grijpen en te optimaliseren is het essentieel om de drie componenten van vezelversterkte
CPC’s (nl. de matrix, de vezels en het grensvlak tussen vezels en de matrix) in detail te on-
derzoeken. Het hoofddoel van dit proefschrift was daarom i) het bestuderen van deze drie
componenten en ii) het ontwikkelen van een alomvattend experimenteel-numeriek model ter
beschrijving van het mechanisch faalgedrag van CPC matrices versterkt met PVA vezels.

6.1. Samenvatting
Om de mechanische eigenschappen van PVA vezelversterkte CPC’s te leren begrijpen en
te optimaliseren, is het noodzakelijk om allereerst fundamenteel inzicht te verkrijgen in
het mechanische gedrag van vezelvrije calciumfosfaat cement matrices onder verschillende
type belastingen. In Hoofdstuk 2 is het mechanisch gedrag van vezelvrije CPC matrices
onder trek- en buigbelasting bestudeerd aan de hand van een gecombineerde experimenteel-
numerieke aanpak. Een 3D gradiënt-geoptimaliseerde model [1] is ontwikkeld met behulp
van een eindige-elementen methode (EEM), en deze numerieke resultaten zijn vergeleken
met experimentele driepunts buig- en trektesten om de mechanische eigenschappen van
CPC’s in detail te karakteriseren. In dit hoofdstuk is allereerst een experimenteel protocol
ontwikkeld voor het uitvoeren van buig- en trektesten voor CPC’s, waarna de faalkansen
voor buig- en trektesten voor CPC’s zijn berekend op basis van een Weibull analyse [2]. Het
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numerieke model is vervolgens succesvol gevalideerd met experimentele resultaten waar-
bij werd aangetoond dat het gradiënt-geoptimaliseerde model gebruikt kan worden als een
robuust en objectief numeriek model voor het bestuderen van het mechanische gedrag en het
faalgedrag van CPC’s. Dit hoofdstuk biedt een solide basis voor verdere ontwikkeling van
een integraal numeriek model voor het analyseren van het mechanische gedrag van vezelver-
sterkte CPC’s in de verdere hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift [2]. Echter, om het experi-
menteel waargenomen scheurpatroon voor zowel de buig- als trektesten na te bootsen, moet
de gradiënt parameter voldoende klein ingesteld worden om een numeriek beperkte faalzone
te verkrijgen. Dientengevolge moest een bijzonder fijne mesh-discretisatie toegepast wor-
den voor de numerieke simulaties, wat resulteerde in een grote hoeveelheid vrijheidsgraden
en een complex numeriek model.

Het versterken van CPC’s met polymere vezels (bijv. poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) vezels)
kan leiden tot effectieve vertaaiing van CPC’s op voorwaarde dat de hechting tussen de
vezels en de omringende matrix optimaal is. Echter, tot op heden is het effect van deze
vezel-matrix hechting op de uiteindelijke mechanische eigenschappen van vezelversterkte
calciumfosfaat cementen nog nauwelijks onderzocht. In Hoofdstuk 3 is de hechting tussen
PVA vezels en de CPC matrix bestudeerd met behulp van micro-mechanische pull-out testen
op enkele vezels. Gebruikmakend van een recent ontwikkelde experimenteel protocol is
de kritische inbeddingslengte voor PVA vezels met twee verschillende diameters bepaald.
Vervolgens is numeriek EEM model ontwikkeld voor de beschrijving van de vezel-matrix
interface ontwikkeld waarmee modelparameters gevalideerd werden aan de hand van ex-
perimentele resultaten. De ontwikkelde constitutieve wet in dit hoofdstuk beschrijft de drie
hoofdfasen van de pull-out test op voorspellende wijze, de elastische fase, onthechtingsfase
en de wrijvingsfase in detail. Dit vezel-matrix interface model is experimenteel gevalideerd
en gebruikt ter voorspelling van het pull-out gedrag van PVA vezels met verschillende di-
ameters en inbeddingslengten uit de CPC matrix. Dit model is tevens gebruikt als input voor
het numeriek model zoals beschreven in Hoofdstuk 4 voor vezelversterkte CPC’s [3].

In Hoofdstuk 4 zijn de eerder ontwikkelde numerieke modellen voor i) de CPC ma-
trix (Hoofdstuk 2) en ii) het grensvlak tussen PVA vezels en CPC matrix (Hoofdstuk 3)
gecombineerd in een integraal model voor PVA-vezelversterkt CPC. Dit model is gebaseerd
op een dimensionaal-gereduceerd vezelmodel [4] en beschrijft de mechanische karakter-
isatie van vezelversterkt CPC onder buig- en trekbelasting [5]. In dit model is scheurgroei
en het faalgedrag van vezelvrij CPC matrix numeriek gemodelleerd op basis van het 3D
gradiënt-geoptimaliseerde model [1] zoals gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 2. Daarnaast zijn
de PVA vezels beschreven als een 1D lineair-elastische component, waarbij aangenomen
werd dat slip alleen in de axiale richting plaatsvond en een dimensioneel-gereduceerd vezel
model is gebruikt voor de vezels [4]. In vergelijking met de vezelvrije CPC matrix werd in
de experimentele buig- en trektesten van vezelversterkt CPC een bredere faalzone en een
tragere scheurgroei waargenomen. Het falen van vezelvrij CPC verliep via snelle groei van
een smalle macroscheur met een egaal scheuroppervlakte (Hoofdstuk 2), terwijl vezelver-
sterkt CPC een relatief trage scheurgroei liet zien met een onregelmatig scheuroppervlakte
en een bredere faalzone. Dit experimenteel waargenomen faalgedrag werd zoals verwacht
veroorzaakt door de scheur-overbruggende functie van PVA vezels, wat resulteerde in scheur-
groei langs het vezel-matrix grensvlak en verbeterde opname van energie. Daarom zijn de
gradiënt parameter (𝑐) en de “softening” parameter (𝛽) (die de schadebreedte resp. schade-
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groeisnelheid bepalen) enigszins aangepast ten opzichte van het model ontwikkeld voor
vezelvrij CPC (Hoofdstuk 2). De numerieke resultaten zijn gevalideerd aan de hand van
gemiddelde data verkregen uit de experimentele driepunts buigproeven en trekproeven van
de vezelversterkte CPC proefstukken. Het ontwikkelde model biedt zodoende een solide
basis voor toekomstige onderzoek naar de ontwikkeling van numerieke en experimentele
analyses van vezelversterkte botcementen.

6.2. Slotopmerkingen en vooruitzicht
De in dit proefschrift ontwikkelde experimentele en numerieke modellen bieden nieuwe
tools voor de optimalisatie van de mechanische eigenschappen van vezelversterkte CPC’s.
Hierdoor zal de klinische toepasbaarheid van deze biomaterialen uitgebreid kunnen worden
naar lastdragende toepassingen. Hiertoe dienen deze numerieke modellen echter nog verder
doorontwikkeld en verfijnd te worden uitgaande van de volgende verbetersuggesties:

Cyclische belasting
De experimentele en numerieke modellen zoals gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 2, 3 en 4 van dit
proefschrift zijn ontwikkeld voor statische belasting. In vivo zijn echter diverse andere typen
belasting van toepassing, zoals bijvoorbeeld impuls en cyclische belasting. Dientengevolge
is onderzoek naar het mechanisch gedrag van vezelversterkt CPC onder cyclische dan wel
impulsbelasting klinisch gezien zeer relevant. Dergelijk onderzoek zal bijdragen aan het
begrip van faalmechanismen ter optimalisatie van vezelversterking van CPC’s. Dit soort
studies zijn in de literatuur echter nog nauwelijks gerapporteerd [6–10]. Een uitbreiding
van de huidige numerieke modellen naar scenario’s voor dynamische belasting zal de klin-
siche relevantie van dergelijke modellen aanzienlijk verbeteren voor toepassingen in de or-
thopedie en tandheelkunde. In dit opzicht verdient het de aanbeveling om de mechanische
eigenschappen van alle drie de fasen van vezelversterkt CPC onder dynamische belasting
zowel numeriek als experimenteel te bestuderen [11].

Vezel-matrix grensvlak
In Hoofdstuk 3 zijn de effecten van fysische en chemische reacties tussen PVA vezels en de
CPC matrix tijdens het onthechten van vezels uit de cement matrix geïmplementeerd in een
tractie-separatie wet op basis van constante numerieke modelparameters. Vervolgstudies di-
enen zich te in meer detail te focussen op de invloed van het oppervlakte-modificaties van de
vezels op het onthechtingsproces van PVA vezels uit de CPC matrix. Dergelijke strategieën
maken het mogelijk om een formule af te leiden voor een model waarbij de chemische en
mechanische parameters afzonderlijk geïmplementeerd en individueel onderzocht kunnen
worden.

Vezel modellering
In het uiteindelijke numerieke model zoals gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 4 zijn de PVA vezels
gerepresenteerd als 1D objecten waarbij lastoverdracht alleen in axiale richting plaats kan
vinden. Dit impliceert dat vezelreacties in de richting haaks op het vezel-matrix grensvlak
en longitudinale as van de vezels verwaarloosd zijn. Aanpassingen van de tractie-separatie
wetten in Hoofdstuk 3 voor richtingen haaks op dit grensvlak zullen naar verwachting lei-
den tot een meer realistische representatie van de vezels en vezel-matrix grensvlakeigen-
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schappen in het numeriek model. Bovendien zijn fysische interacties tussen vezels ver-
waarloosd in het huidige proefschrift (Hoofdstuk 4), aangezien de vezels homogeen ver-
spreid zijn door de cement matrix. Dergelijke interacties vinden in vezelversterkte com-
posieten echter wel degelijk plaats door verbuigingen van de vezels en heterogene dispersie
van de vezels. Als gevolg hiervan kunnen gehaakte vezelconformaties en geaggregeerde
vezelbundels gevormd worden die het mechanisch gedrag van vezelversterkte composieten
aanzienlijk kunnen beïnvloeden [12]. Vervolgstudies dienen zich daarom te richten op de
onderlinge interacties tussen vezels om te laten zien hoe de fysische interactie tussen vezels
en hun heterogene distributie invloed kunnen hebben op het faalgedrag van vezelversterkte
CPC’s.

Parameter kalibratie
Voor vezelversterkt CPC kan meer breukenergie opgenomen worden wanneer vezels scheuren
overbruggen tijdens het verwijderen van vezels uit de matrix (“pull-out”). Zoals beschreven
in Hoofdstuk 4 resulteert dit in een relatief brede scheuren, een onregelmatig scheurop-
pervlak, veel breukarbeid en een stabieler faalgedrag in vergelijking met vezelvrij CPC.
Om het waargenomen faalgedrag in de numerieke modellen na te bootsen zijn de model-
parameters verantwoordelijk voor de breedte en groeisnelheid van de scheuren aangepast
in vergelijking met de parameters voor vezelvrije CPC’s (Hoofdstuk 2). Vervolgstudies di-
enen zich te focussen op het kalibratieproces van dergelijke modelparameters (matrix- en
grensvlak-parameters) om te laten zien hoe deze parameters de scheurgroeisnelheid en al-
gemeen faalgedrag van het materiaal kunnen beïnvloeden.

Rekenkundige efficiëntie
Zoals besproken in Hoofdstuk 2 en 4 zijn de gepresenteerde numerieke modellen duur va-
nuit een rekenkundig perspectief. De numerieke efficiëntie van deze modellen kan verbe-
terd worden door gebruik te maken van verschillende numerieke methoden. Hiertoe kunnen
modelwaarde-reductietechnieken effectief worden ingezet [13]. Multischaal-methoden [14,
15] kunnen tevens worden ingezet voor het versnellen van rekenkundige simulaties, waarbij
het macroscopisch gedrag van de constructie kan worden bepaald zonder dat alle kenmerken
op kleinere schaal worden beschreven. Bovendien kunnen neurale netwerk-methoden in-
gezet worden om de parameter fitting en het kalibratieproces te faciliteren zoals beschreven
in Hoofdstuk 3 en 4, waar de rekenkundige modelparameters aangepast zijn om de beste
overeenstemming te bereiken met het gemiddelde van de experimentele resultaten [16].
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Appendix A

A.1. Conformal and dimensionally-reduced fiber ap-
proaches
Different forms of fiber modeling have been developed for cement-based composites. A
classical finite element (FE) modeling with conformal mesh discretization of fibers is a
computationally expensive approach for composites with a large number of fibers. There-
fore, different advanced fiber discretization techniques have been developed to reduce the
computational cost of generating a large number of fibers within the matrix domain.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the presented computational model for fiber-free calcium
phosphate cements (CPCs) matrix was computationally expensive. This was attributed to
the fact that a very fine mesh discretization was required to mimic the narrow and local-
ized single macro-crack that was experimentally observed (see Figure 2.3 in Chapter 2). In
addition, we developed a 3-D model for fiber-free CPCs to achieve a more realistic represen-
tation of fiber distribution when extending the model for fiber-reinforced CPCs (FRCPCs).
A conformal mesh generation of fibers would have resulted in a discretized problem with an
extremely large number of degrees of freedom and even more numerically time-consuming
simulations. To this end, a recently developed method, called dimensionally-reduced fiber
model [1], was employed to discretize the fibers within the CPC matrix (Chapter 4) in a
more computationally efficient manner. However, in Chapter 3, a classical conformal FE
mesh generation process was employed to study single fiber pull-out tests. There, due to
the symmetry, a two-dimensional axisymmetric FE model was developed which was com-
putationally efficient and cost-effective.

One of the main advantages of fiber idealization as one-dimensional objects involves
reduction of the computational cost during simulations. Nevertheless, six extra degrees of
freedom per fiber element were still added. Moreover, using this method, the reinforce-
ment elements can be freely positioned within the computational domain, irrespective of
the discretization of the background matrix. This resulted in a more efficient mesh genera-
tion process for both matrix and fibers in Chapter 4. On the contrary, using conformal FE
mesh generation, the reinforcing elements needed to conform to the background mesh dis-
cretization (see Figures 3.10 and 3.11 in Chapter 3). This means that with a very fine mesh
discretization of the matrix (see Figures 2.6 and 2.7 in Chapter 2), the same scale of mesh
discretization for the fibers would have been required which implies a time-consuming nu-
merical simulation with high computational cost. Nevertheless, since fibers were discretized
with 1-D elements, overlap of fibers was not considered in our study in Chapter 4.

The validity of the dimensionally-reduced fiber model compared to a conforming 3D
fiber mesh is discussed in detail in [1]. In the following section, the validation of the pre-
sented combined model is performed against the dimensionally-reduced fiber model [1] for
simpler case studies. In this regard, two bench mark tests including a tensile test for a cube
with two parallel and two vertical embedded fibers are solved using both methods and the
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results are compared. Furthermore, a mesh refinement study for different mesh discretiza-
tion sizes of matrix and fiber are performed to show that the presented combined model
is objective with respect to matrix and fiber mesh discretization. A more detailed mesh
refinement study for CPC matrix is explained in Chapter 2.

A.2. Tensile test for a cubic with two parallelly em-
bedded fibers
The assumed first test configuration is shown in Figure A.1. Herein, a cube with the size of
4 × 4 × 4 mm containing two parallel fibers is subjected to the prescribed displacement in
the x-direction, while the left edge of the cube is fixed. The fiber diameter and embedded
length are 200 𝜇m and 2 mm, respectively, and the fibers are located at the center of the
cube. The matrix and the fibers are considered as linear elastic materials and zero-thickness
interface elements with a linear traction separation law are used to introduce the fiber-matrix
interface properties. Herein, the fiber slip is considered along the fiber axis direction (Ts =
500 N/mm3) and the interface separation in the direction normal and perpendicular to the
interface surface and fiber axis is prevented with large values of the interface tangential
stiffnesses. The Young’s modulus (Em, Ef) and Poisson’s ratio (𝜈) for matrix and fibers
are fixed as 1 GPa, 30 GPa and 0.2, respectively. The matrix is discretized with structured
hexahedron elements and the fiber is assumed as one dimensional objects and discretized
using typical two-noded 3-D truss elements. The fiber slip profile over the fiber length are
depicted in Figure A.2. As it is shown, a good agreement between the two computational
models is observed.

F

4 mm

4 mm

Figure A.1: Test schematic and boundary conditions (size of cube: 4 × 4 × 4 mm, lf = 2 mm, df = 200 𝜇m).
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Figure A.2: Numerical fiber-slip profile along the fiber length

A.3. Tensile test for a cubic with two vertical embed-
ded fibers
In this example, a cube with the size of 4 × 4 × 4 mm containing two vertical fibers is sub-
jected to the prescribed displacement in the x-direction. Fiber overlap and fiber coupling
are ignored. All computational parameters are set similar to the previous case study, ex-
plained in section A.2. The geometry of the problem is illustrated in Figure A.3 and fiber
slip profiles obtained using both methods are shown in Figure A.4. Evidently, the fiber slip
profiles determined via both models are in a good agreement.

F

4 mm

4 mm

Figure A.3: Test schematic and boundary conditions (size of cube: 4 × 4 × 4 mm, lf = 2 mm, df = 200 𝜇m).
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Figure A.4: Numerical fiber-slip profile of horizontal fiber (left) and vertical fiber (right) along the fiber length.

A.4. Mesh refinement study for matrix and fiber
The mesh refinement study for three different mesh sizes of matrix and fiber are performed
to show that the presented combined model is objective with respect to mesh discretization.
Herein, a cube with the size of 4 × 4 × 4 mm containing one single fiber with the same
geometry, properties and boundary conditions described in section A.2. are subjected to
axial tensile load. Mesh discretization with three different element sizes for matrix are
shown in Figure A.5. The fiber slip profiles along the fiber length for different matrix mesh
discretization are presented in Figure A.6 (a). Moreover, the fiber slip profile for different
fiber mesh discretization and matrix element size ℎ = 0.1 are shown in Figure A.6 (b) which
confirms that the results converge for smaller mesh sizes.

ℎ = 0.4 mm ℎ = 0.2 mm ℎ = 0.1 mm

Figure A.5: Mesh discretization with three different element sizes (ℎ).
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(a) (b)

Figure A.6: Numerical fiber-slip profile along the fiber length with different matrix mesh sizes (a) and different
fiber mesh sizes (b).
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